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ABSTRACT 

Optical spectroscopy can be used to analyze matter in many contexts: clinical, 
environmental, industrial, and beyond. Typical light sources employed for this are 
either spectrally broad lamps and LEDs or monochromatic lasers. Supercontinuum 
(SC) “white light” lasers constitute a unique class of light sources that combine the 
beam quality of lasers with a very broad spectral bandwidth. In this thesis, we have 
explored the potential of these promising instruments in gas sensing applications, 
such as cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy and differential absorption lidar. 
In addition to developing bright and broadband ultraviolet and infrared SC sources 
and utilizing them in spectroscopic techniques, we have dedicated one study to 
analyzing SC stability in the long-pulse regime, as these types of sources are 
efficient yet intrinsically unstable. 

In the context of simultaneous ultra-sensitive detection of multiple molecular 
species in a laboratory, we have researched and improved upon a technique called 
incoherent broadband cavity-enhanced absorption spectroscopy in two studies. 
First, by using a custom near-IR SC, we have achieved the highest recorded 
detection sensitivity for this technique, which is in the ppb-range. Secondly, by 
using a mid-IR SC, we have demonstrated this technique for the first time in the 
molecular fingerprint region, with the broadest reported measurement bandwidth, 
spanning over 400 nm. In the industrial measurement context, we have developed 
a completely novel short-range SC lidar for remote measurements of temperature 
and concentration profiles in combustion units. This technique shows a lot of 
promise, even if the initial measurement accuracy leaves room for improvement. 

Although all of these results are somewhat handicapped by the intrinsic 
instability of the long-pulse SC sources used, we have shown that custom-tailored 
SC sources can be used to greatly enhance the performance of suitable 
spectroscopic techniques. They can also enable completely new types of 
measurement technologies, like the SC lidar, which will hopefully inspire future 
research. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Out of all our senses, the sense of sight is arguably the most important, as it 
provides us with the largest amount of information about our surroundings. And 
when it comes to technology, optical sensors play a similar role – they constitute 
the highest bandwidth links between physical and digital worlds. This is reflected in 
vast majority of global data traffic being visual data. However, the opportunities of 
this link go way beyond using digital cinematography to stimulate our retinas with 
internet video. Light can interact with matter in numerous ways, all of which can 
be used to probe the physical world. And where the cones in our retinas can 
normally sense light as a combination of three colors corresponding to three 
partially overlapping wavelength bands of visible electromagnetic radiation, 
spectroscopic devices can record high-resolution spectra extending from ultraviolet 
to far-infrared, consisting of light recorded at tens of thousands of individual 
wavelengths. This makes it possible to harness light to gain vast amounts of 
information, whether it is about the health of our bodies and environments, about 
the quality of our consumables, or the materials involved in industrial processes. 

In biomedical laboratories all over the world, optical spectroscopy is used to 
help understand the cause of diseases and to facilitate early diagnosis. Compared to 
other methods, optical measurements are fast and non-invasive; the results of a test 
or a screening can often be received in real-time without taking fluid or tissue 
samples. As an example in dermatology, skin cancer, which is traditionally 
diagnosed using visual assessment and biopsy, can now be detected using laser-
induced fluorescence spectroscopy to identify malignant tissue based on the 
spectrograph of a patient’s skin [1]. Another interesting field of application is the 
analysis of exhaled breath. Breath is already used in early detection of illnesses such 
as asthma, based on the amount of exhaled nitric oxide [2], and various dietary 
disabilities such as fructose intolerance, based on the amount of exhaled hydrogen 
and methane [3]. However, the number of potential biomarkers in the breath is 
huge. Breath carries out the metabolites of various cells, whether they belong to 
healthy tissue, tumors, or microbes, which provides opportunities for non-invasive 
screening of diseases such as multiple cancers [4]. One can only speculate about the 
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diagnostic advances made possible if the full “breath fingerprint” consisting of 
trace levels of hundreds or thousands of different molecules could be easily 
measured, and this information was combined with modern tools such as big data 
analytics, machine learning, and artificial intelligence. Obtaining this diagnostic data 
requires ultra-sensitive measurements of multiple gas components. 

Just as healthcare is becoming more data-driven, so are our cities and industries. 
This overall process of fusing the physical, digital, and biological worlds is 
sometimes called The Fourth Industrial Revolution or Industry 4.0. In cities and 
factories, the trend is towards automation and data exchange between machines 
that are augmented with wireless sensors. Combined with cloud computing and 
artificial intelligence, autonomous cars, and smart factories will be able to either 
make decisions on their own, or in cooperation with humans. Optical sensors play 
a key role in this development by providing the largest amount of data to support 
these decisions. While cameras and lidar (laser radar) systems are used to identify 
and locate objects, optical spectroscopy is crucial for identifying materials and 
quantifying their compositions in real-time. As an example close to home, the 
Finnish pulp and paper industry is already ahead in this development, making use 
of optical spectroscopy measurements to monitor important process control 
parameters such as moisture [5]. In the future, these techniques will most likely see 
more widespread implementation in many major fields such as chemical and 
pharmaceutical industries, as well as energy production. Compared to laboratory 
measurements, where sensitivity and multi-component measurement capabilities 
are important, industrial measurement devices will have to be compact, robust, and 
cost-effective in order to be successful. Here, the remote measurement capability is 
an important edge that optical devices have over other sensor technologies.   

Although some spectroscopy techniques make use of environment light that is 
transmitted, reflected, or emitted by the sample, most techniques rely on active 
light sources. Various lamps and LEDs can be used to provide efficient 
illumination covering different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. These 
light sources can be bright and spectrally broadband, but they cannot be efficiently 
collimated to form a narrow beam or focused to a microscopic point. Lasers, on 
the other hand, are the real precision instruments of light. However, when it comes 
to spectroscopy, the monochromatic nature of laser light severely limits its 
applicability. Some lasers, such as the quantum cascade laser, can be tuned so that 
they scan over a spectral region [6], and optical parameter oscillators can 
sometimes be used to generate laser-like light at regions far away from the laser 
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wavelength [7]. However, these sources are still spectrally rather limited and 
narrowband, as opposed to lamps and LEDs.  

Supercontinuum lasers are a unique class of light sources that combine the 
beam quality of lasers with a broad spectral bandwidth [8]. These truly spectacular 
sources of light are sometimes called “white lasers” – an example of which can be 
seen in Figure 1. Despite this nickname, supercontinuum light can in many cases 
be completely invisible to the human eye, such as when the source is built to cover 
broad bandwidths in the ultraviolet or infrared. The mid-infrared region is 
especially interesting, as it opens up possibilities for sensing in the molecular 
fingerprint region, where light-matter interaction is particularly strong. 

 

Figure 1. Supercontinuum light that is generated by injecting femtosecond pulses into a photonic 
crystal fiber. After exiting the fiber seen on the left, the light is collimated, steered with 
mirrors, and finally focused on a diffraction grating, which causes spectral components to 
diverge into different directions. Photographed by the author. 

Recent advances in laser technology and nonlinear fiber optics have made it 
possible to build small and cost-effective supercontinuum sources [9], setting the 
stage for further developing these sources for specific spectroscopic applications. 
Because supercontinuum light is generated through complex nonlinear dynamics 
involving exponential amplification of noise, it is important to understand the 
stability properties of these light sources, so that they can be efficiently utilized. 
When harnessed properly, supecontinuum light has the potential to both improve 
the performance of existing spectroscopic techniques, as well as to enable 
completely novel methods, that were not feasible using conventional light sources. 
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1.1 Aim and scope of the work 

The aim of this thesis is to study and develop supercontinuum sources for gas 
sensing applications in both laboratory and industrial measurement contexts. The 
research has been carried out in Photonics Laboratory at Tampere University 
(previously known as Optics Laboratory at Tampere University of Technology), 
and was motivated by the unique opportunity of combining the internationally 
renowned expertise of two research groups into a single research topic. More 
specifically, this work makes use of the supercontinuum expertise of the Ultrafast 
Optics group and the spectroscopy expertise of the Applied Optics group. The 
work began with a statistical analysis of supercontinuum generation in the long-
pulse regime and then proceeded to develop new sources in the near- and mid-IR 
wavelength regions and using these sources in novel gas sensing applications. 

The research objectives can be summarized as follows: 

Characterizing pulse-to-pulse spectral fluctuations in nanosecond 
supercontinuum generation 

Developing a custom high-brightness near-IR supercontinuum source and 
using it in cavity-enhanced gas sensing 

Developing a mid-IR supercontinuum source for gas sensing in the molecular 
fingerprint region 

First study of cavity-enhanced absorption spectroscopy using a mid-IR 
supercontinuum source 

Developing a novel short-range near-IR supercontinuum lidar for temperature 
profiling in combustion units 

The scope of the thesis was limited to developing these light sources and 
techniques in the laboratory, performing proof-of-concept measurements, and 
reporting the results in peer-reviewed scientific journals (Papers I IV). An 
exception of this is the supercontinuum lidar technique, which we developed in 
collaboration with Valmet Technologies and patented prior to publishing the 
scientific paper. Patent I is listed in this thesis as a related publication. At the time 
of writing this thesis, the supercontinuum lidar technique shows significant 
potential for future industrial applications, and is being further researched in the 
Applied Optics group. Closely associated with the work is the related publication 
RP I, which describes the first study of photoacoustic spectroscopy using a mid-IR 
supercontinuum source. 
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2 ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY 

Absorption spectroscopy is the most frequently used tool for identifying and 
quantifying substances using light. In this chapter, we give a brief introduction to 
absorption spectroscopy as an experimental science. We discuss the origin of 
absorption lines in the spectrum and how these can be used to identify and 
quantify specific atoms and molecules in a sample. Finally, we discuss different 
methods and techniques of optical spectroscopy that are relevant to the techniques 
we have developed and published in Papers II – IV. 

2.1 Absorption spectroscopy as an experimental science 

Absorption spectroscopy is a field of science and a collection of techniques that is 
a part of a larger field of optical spectroscopy – a very old branch of physics, which 
studies the interaction between matter and electromagnetic radiation. The name 
“spectroscopy” refers to the electromagnetic spectrum, i.e. the distribution of 
radiation intensity as a function of wavelength or frequency, which is used as a tool 
for this inquiry. The most common light-matter interactions are emission, 
absorption, transmission, reflection and scattering. There are more exotic 
interactions as well, such as the various nonlinear interactions, which are discussed 
in Chapter 3 in the context of supercontinuum generation. Whereas all of these 
interactions can act as the basis for their specific spectroscopies, absorption 
spectroscopy focuses on absorption as the primary means of gaining information 
about matter. 

Perhaps the simplest way to obtain an absorption spectrum is to shine light 
from a broadband source, such as a lamp, through a gaseous sample and measure 
the intensity of the transmitted light as a function of wavelength. This technique is 
called direct absorption spectroscopy (DAS). The spectrum can be measured using 
a spectrograph containing a dispersive element, such as a prism or a grating, to 
separate different wavelengths spatially. The measured spectrum consists of the 
light source spectrum with darker lines corresponding to material-specific 
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wavelengths where the photons have been absorbed from the incident light. For 
example, the visible spectrum of sunlight can be seen to contain dark lines 
corresponding to wavelengths where light has been absorbed by elements in the 
sun’s outer atmosphere. This is demonstrated in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. The visible spectrum of sunlight. The characteristic dark lines are due to the absorption of 
light by elements that are present in the outer part of the sun’s atmosphere. [10] 

2.2 The Beer-Lambert law 

The Beer-Lambert law describes the attenuation of light as it passes through 
matter. Specifically, it relates the exponential decay of intensity with material 
parameters. The Beer-Lambert law can be presented in differential or integrated 
forms, with varying terms and symbols being used in different fields within physics 
and chemistry. In the context of this work, we use the following form for 
transmittance, i.e. the ratio of intensities after and before a uniform sample: 

  (1) 

where T(λ) is the wavelength-dependent transmittance, τ(λ) is the optical depth, and 
the approximation is valid for small values of optical depth, such as when 
measuring very small concentrations of the absorbing molecule. The optical depth 
is related to sample properties: 

  (2) 

where σ(λ)j are the absorption cross-sections of the molecular species, Nj are their 
number densities, and l is the optical path length. Absorption cross-section 
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measures the probability of an absorption process. It can be determined 
experimentally or it can be modeled and calculated using quantum optics. For a 
detailed quantum mechanical treatment of light-matter interaction, see e.g. Refs. 
[11, 12]. Next, we will shortly discuss the different types of transitions between 
quantum-mechanical states that are associated with absorption lines at different 
regions of the electro-magnetic spectrum. 

2.3 Electronic, vibrational, and rotational transitions 

The absorption of a photon involves a change of states in the absorbing atom or 
molecule from a lower to a higher energy state. Absorption is most likely to occur 
when the frequency (the energy of the photon) matches the corresponding energy 
difference between the two states, giving rise to a line in the spectrum. In the case 
of atoms, these states are defined by the arrangement of electrons in atomic 
orbitals, and absorption corresponds to an electronic transition. Each element has 
a unique structure of states and therefore a unique set of allowed transitions 
between them, making it possible to analyze the elemental composition of a sample 
based on the absorption spectrum. Owing to the large energy difference between 
electronic states, a high energy photon is required, which is why electronic 
absorption lines are typically observed at X-ray, ultraviolet, and visible regions of 
the electromagnetic spectrum. 

In the case of molecules, the absorption spectra are more complicated. In 
addition to electronic states, molecules have states that are defined by modes of 
vibration and rotation. Just like electronic states, these states are quantized and can 
be excited by the absorption of a single photon. A nonlinear-shaped molecule with 
N atoms has 3N – 6 modes of vibration (a linear molecule has 3N – 5), which can 
be excited by absorbing a photon. In terms of energy, vibrational states are more 
closely packed that the electronic states, thus requiring a smaller energy photon for 
excitation, which explains why vibrational lines are typically found in the infrared 
spectral region. Transitions, where a vibrational mode is excited from the ground 
state to the first excited state, are called fundamental transitions and they typically 
occur in the mid-infrared. Overtone transitions correspond to excitations to higher 
states and combination transitions correspond to simultaneous excitation of more 
than one vibrational mode. These transitions require higher photon energies than 
the fundamental transitions, and some of their corresponding absorption lines can 
be found in the near-infrared spectral region.  
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Compared to vibrational transitions, rotational excitation requires even less 
energy and rotational lines are found in the microwave region of the spectrum. 
While microwave photons can only excite rotational transitions, infrared photons 
can excite transitions that involve a change in both the vibrational and rotational 
state of the molecule. The molecule ends up in a higher vibrational state, but the 
final rotational state can be higher or lower, following the molecule-specific 
selection rules for the transitions between the two quantum mechanical states. 
Because of this, the art of infrared spectroscopy mainly deals with rotational-
vibrational or rovibrational transitions. Instead of seeing a single line for a 
vibrational transition in the infrared spectrum, a band structure is observed. The 
band center corresponds to pure vibrational transition, and the branches on both 
sides correspond to various changes in rotational state that accompany the 
vibrational transition. The majority of absorption lines measured in this work 
correspond to rovibrational overtone and combination overtone transitions. 

Electronic transitions tend to be accompanied by vibrational and rotational 
transitions as well, resulting in rotational-vibrational-electronic or rovibronic 
transitions. Therefore, where the atomic absorption spectra show single lines, the 
absorption spectra of molecules show bands in the visible and ultraviolet regions. 
Figure 3 shows a typical energy level diagram of a diatomic molecule along with 
arrows indicating pure electronic, vibrational, and rotational transitions.  

 

Figure 3. Three types of transitions in a diatomic molecule: electronic, vibrational, and rotational. 
Rovibrational transitions combine vibrational and rotational transitions, and rovibronic 
combine all three. 
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It is important to note that although the transitions take place between discrete 
quantum mechanical states, absorption lines are never infinitely sharp, but instead 
are subject to various line broadening mechanisms, such as natural broadening, 
Doppler broadening, and pressure broadening, which depend on sample pressure 
and temperature. A thorough treatment of different line broadening mechanisms 
can be found e.g. in Refs. [11, 13]. 

Excited molecules will eventually relax either by emitting a photon 
(spontaneous or stimulated emission) or more commonly through various non-
radiative processes. While radiative relaxation forms a basis for many important 
techniques, such as laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy, non-radiative 
relaxation in the form of thermal energy is what makes techniques such as laser 
breakdown spectroscopy and photoacoustic spectroscopy possible. 

2.4 Absorption band intensities in the infrared 

The intensity of an infrared absorption band is proportional to the square of the 
change in the molecular electric dipole moment associated with the vibrational 
transition [14]. This means that a vibrational normal mode is only infrared active if 
the mode alters the dipole moment of the molecule. Most molecules have strong 
absorption bands in the mid-infrared region that are associated with fundamental 
transitions of different vibrational modes and much weaker bands in the near-
infrared associated with overtone and combination transitions. This is visualized in 
Figure 4, which shows the absorption bands of water, methane, and carbon dioxide 
plotted from one to five microns. One can notice, for example, that the absorption 
band of CO2 at 4300 nm is more than five orders of magnitude stronger compared 
to the band at 1600 nm. 

Complex absorption spectra consisting of thousands of lines, such as those 
shown in Figure 4 can be modeled with the help of spectral databases. The spectra 
in Figure 4 were calculated using line intensity data from the HITRAN2012 
database [15] and a modified Matlab code from Ref. [16]. At the time of writing, 
HITRAN2016 [17] contains the most complete set of molecular absorption data, 
combining line parameters of the most common trace gas species in the Earth’s 
atmosphere. There are other similar databases as well, such as HITEMP [18], 
GEISA [19], PNNL [20], ATMOS [21], and NIST [22]. Detailed instructions on 
how to use molecular databases and model complete spectra in measurement 
conditions using line broadening mechanisms can be found e.g. in Refs. [16, 17]. 
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Figure 4. Absorption cross sections of H2O, CH4, and CO2 (in standard conditions) corresponding to 
rovibrational transitions plotted from near- to mid-infrared. Notice the logarithmic scale. 

2.5 Spectroscopic techniques 

While the main focus of this work is in the cavity-enhanced and lidar techniques, 
there are many other optical spectroscopy techniques that they can be compared 
to, each with their own strengths and weaknesses. Here, we shortly discuss some of 
them for context. The techniques are chosen on the basis of them being relevant, 
comparative or complementary to the techniques developed in this work. For a 
more comprehensive review, the reader is encouraged to see Refs. [11, 23-25]. 

Direct absorption spectroscopy (DAS) can be used as an umbrella term for 
various techniques, where the light passes the sample only once and the amount of 
absorption is used to quantify molecular concentrations or other sample properties. 
A simple DAS setup might consist of a broadband LED light source, two spectral 
filters, and a photodetector. If the target molecule has differing absorption 
characteristics at wavelengths where the two different filters pass light, the 
concentration can be measured by switching filters and comparing intensity signals. 
In industrial measurement context, these types of devices are often called non-
dispersive infrared (NDIR) sensors. A more advanced dispersive device might 
contain a fixed grating and an array detector to measure the spectrum. These types 
of devices can be small, robust and cost-effective but lack selectivity, versatility and 
sensitivity.  

Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) is one of the 
simplest and most commonly used spectroscopy techniques. In this technique, the 
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wavelength of a diode laser is tuned to hit an absorption line of a molecule and the 
transmitted intensity is measured. This intensity is compared to that measured 
without the absorbing species present or to that measured at another wavelength, 
where there are no absorption lines. The difference in intensity is then used to 
calculate the concentration of the molecule. The main weakness of this technique is 
that it is difficult to measure changes in intensity that are smaller than 10-3 due to 
technical noise [26], which severely limits the sensitivity. This can be improved 
upon by using modulation schemes, where the laser line is continuously scanned 
over the absorption line, so that the absorption signal can be measured at a high 
frequency where technical noise is smaller. The most commonly used lasers are 
distributed feedback lasers (DFBs), vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) 
vertical-external-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VECSELs), and quantum cascade 
lasers (QCLs). The selection of available center wavelengths as well as tuning 
ranges is expanding into the mid-IR [27, 28] and it is likely that TDLAS continues 
to be an attractive technique in the future, whenever extreme sensitivity is not 
required. 

Differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) was originally 
developed to measure trace gas species in the atmosphere over long optical path 
lengths [29], but the name can be used for any broadband direct absorption 
measurement, such as measurements carried out in combustion boilers [30]. In an 
active DOAS measurement, light from a broadband source is shined through a 
gaseous sample, and the transmitted spectrum is measured using either a scanning 
monochromator or a spectrograph. In passive atmospheric DOAS measurements, 
the sun or the moon can act as the light source. The most difficult part of DOAS is 
the data analysis. The transmitted broadband spectrum can show many overlapping 
absorption bands, as well as effects from molecular (Rayleigh) and aerosol (Mie) 
scattering in addition to technical noise and system drifts. However, advanced 
spectral modeling and fitting methods have been developed for DOAS, making it 
possible to retrieve concentrations accurately even when the data appears noisy. 
Nevertheless, the sensitivity of DOAS is still limited by the same problem as DAS 
and TLDS – it is difficult to detect small changes in intensity caused by small 
concentrations of absorbing species without enhancing the signal using long 
measurement distances, multi-pass cells or cavities. 

Cavity-enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS) is a term that can be 
used for various techniques where the sample is placed in a cavity in order to 
increase the absorption path length and attain very high sensitivities. These 
techniques can employ a wide range of light sources and detection schemes. 
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Supercontinuum sources are especially attractive, owing to their broad bandwidth, 
high brightness, and high beam quality, which is what we have aimed to 
demonstrate in Papers II & III. A review of these techniques is given in 
Chapter 3. 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) refers to a group of 
techniques where dispersive detection of the absorption spectrum is replaced with 
interferometric detection. More specifically, a Michelson interferometer consisting 
of a beam splitter and two arms, where the length of one arm be adjusted 
mechanically, is used. By scanning the movable mirror, an interferogram is 
measured at the detector arm where the two beams are recombined. The 
mathematical operation that turns the interferogram into a spectrum is called 
Fourier transform. FTIR has three major advantages over dispersive spectrometers 
[11]. Firstly, the wavelength axis can be self-calibrated using a laser of known 
frequency (Connes’ advantage).  Secondly, the circular aperture has a much larger 
area compared to the slit of a monochromator, allowing higher throughput 
(Jacquinot’s advantage). Thirdly, all wavelengths hit the detector at the same time, 
as opposed to a wavelength scanning (Fellgett’s advantage). The last two 
advantages allow for higher signal-to-noise ratios per measurement time, resulting 
in higher sensitivity or faster measurements. Typical light sources are broadband 
black body radiators and discharge lamps, both of which require large optics in 
order to form a beam with acceptable quality and pass it through the 
interferometer. On the other hand, supercontinuum sources have excellent beam 
quality and brightness, making them attractive for both increasing the signal-to-
noise ratio and miniaturization of the spectrometer. On the detection arm, 
pyroelectric detectors are typically used in far-to-mid-infrared devices, while 
photodiodes are can be used in the near-IR. FTIR can be used in combination with 
cavity-enhanced [31] or photoacoustic techniques (RP I) to increase the sensitivity. 

Frequency comb spectroscopy (FCS) utilizes optical frequency combs, 
which are pulsed light sources whose spectrum consists of hundreds of thousands 
of precisely equidistant lines. In recent years, frequency combs have enabled some 
truly novel spectroscopic techniques, and they are being researched extensively 
[32]. For example, dual-frequency comb spectroscopy [33-36] makes it possible to 
record broadband absorption spectra using a photodetector and radio frequency 
electronics, without the need for any dispersive elements or scanning 
interferometers. This is done by measuring the beat notes generated by two combs 
that have slightly different line spacings. Frequency combs can be mode-matched 
with external cavities, so that the optical throughput of cavity enhanced absorption 
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spectroscopy can be greatly increased. This technique is further discussed in the 
review in the beginning of Chapter 3. Frequency comb light sources are typically 
mode-locked femtosecond lasers, such as Ti:sapphire solid-state lasers or Er:fiber 
lasers, and their spectra can be extended to cover different regions from UV to 
mid-IR using nonlinear processes and supercontinuum generation [37-39]. 

Raman spectroscopy is based on the inelastic form of scattering called Raman 
scattering. When light from a monochromatic source hits a sample, a small amount 
(typically in the order of 10-7) can be converted to light with a slightly lower or 
higher wavelength through Raman scattering [14]. This scattering results from the 
interaction of light with molecular (or crystal) vibrations and the shift in photon 
energy gives information about the vibrational modes of the system. Raman 
spectroscopy can be seen as a complementary technique to infrared absorption 
spectroscopy. Where infrared spectroscopy detects vibrations involving a change in 
dipole moment, Raman spectroscopy detects vibrations involving a change in 
polarizability. This results in different selection rules, making it possible for Raman 
spectrometers to probe vibrational modes that are not active in the IR absorption 
spectrum. Light sources for Raman spectroscopy are typically continuous wave 
(CW) lasers operating in the visible and near-IR regions of the spectrum. Detection 
can be done with dispersive or FTIR spectrometers. Because of the extremely weak 
scattering signal, care must be taken to filter out the much stronger Rayleigh 
scattered light, and to avoid exciting fluorescence in any of the sample species. The 
signal can be made stronger with stimulated scattering using a technique called 
coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) spectroscopy that employs two 
pulsed lasers [14, 23]. Compared to IR absorption spectroscopy, both Raman 
spectroscopy and CARS are very spatially sensitive and suitable for sensing 
substances in all states. 

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) is a technique where laser light is used to 
excite sample molecules onto higher electronic states, and the photons released 
through radiative relaxation are detected. Most of these photons have lower energy 
compared to the laser, resulting from the fact that molecules that are excited to 
higher rovibronic states can undergo many stages of nonradiative decay before the 
eventual radiative relaxation. A major benefit of LIF is that the signal is basically 
background free, i.e. fluorescence light is observed after the laser pulse, it is 
emitted in all directions, and it has a different wavelength. This makes LIF more 
sensitive than direct absorption spectroscopy and it can achieve sensitivities that 
are comparable to cavity-enhanced methods. LIF is also very spatially sensitive and 
is often used to analyze biological samples, such as tumors [1]. Because the 
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technique requires electronic excitation, lasers operating in the UV and visible 
regions of the spectrum are used. 

Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) uses short and intense laser 
pulses to heat and atomize the surface of the sample, producing a small plasma 
plume. This plume contains excited atoms and ions, which will relax after a short 
time by emitting photons. The emitted light is collected and analyzed using a 
spectrograph, giving qualitative and quantitative information about the elemental 
composition of the sample. LIBS is a very convenient and moderately sensitive 
technique that requires very little sample preparation and can be used to analyze 
samples in virtually any form. Because of the similarities between Raman 
spectroscopy, LIF, and LIBS, it is possible to build instruments that combine two 
or three of these techniques [40]. 

Photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) is in principle similar to LIF and LIBS, 
i.e. they are all based on exciting atoms or molecules to higher states and measuring 
the results of the relaxation process. As opposed to LIF and LIBS, PAS is based on 
nonradiative relaxation, where some or all of the absorbed energy is converted to 
thermal energy. This results in a local change in the temperature and pressure of 
the sample, creating an acoustic wave which can be measured using a sensitive 
microphone. Photoacoustic spectroscopy is one of the most sensitive optical 
spectroscopy techniques, especially when an acoustically resonant chamber or a 
cantilever based detector is used [41]. The main benefit of the photoacoustic 
method is that instead of having to measure very small changes in an optical signal, 
as in direct absorption measurements, the photoacoustic spectroscopy is 
background free, i.e. when there is no absorption, there is no sound.  The signal-
to-noise ratio in PAS scales linearly with light source intensity, as opposed to the 
typical square-root dependence in absorption spectroscopy. This makes it an 
attractive candidate for high brightness supercontinuum light sources, which is the 
topic of RP I. 

A lidar is a remote-measurement device, whose name can be considered an 
acronym for either “laser radar” or “light detection and ranging” [42]. A simple 
ranging transceiver works by transmitting laser pulses towards a target, and then 
recording the time it takes for the backscattered pulses to return and hit the 
detector. These types of devices can be used to map the environment as a digital 
3D point cloud, with applications ranging from astronomy and forestry to 
autonomous driving and urban design. The velocity of objects (e.g. wind speed) 
can be mapped by measuring the Doppler-shift of backscattered light; this is 
typically done using a technique known as heterodyne detection. A differential 
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absorption lidar (DIAL) is a device that allows for remote spectroscopic 
measurements over large distances. It functions by recording the time-dependent 
backscattered signal at two wavelengths, selected so that the gas of interest only has 
strong absorption at one wavelength. Comparing these two signals makes it 
possible to profile the molecular concentration, or other gas parameters such as 
temperature and pressure. Differential absorption lidars are typically used in 
atmospheric measurements with tunable lasers as light sources, but the technique 
lends itself to short-range measurements using supercontinuum light sources as 
well, which is the topic of Paper IV. 

Figure 5 gives a visual summary of these techniques by positioning them on an 
applicability-versus-sensitivity graph. The positions are based on ad hoc 
approximations of factors such as instrument cost, size, complexity; measurement 
selectivity and accuracy; real-time-, multi-component- and remote measurement 
capabilities; and spatial sensitivity. Some of these techniques, such as frequency 
comb spectroscopy, are undergoing rapid development, making it especially 
difficult to pinpoint their position. One way to describe the work presented in this 
thesis is that we aim to improve the colored techniques by using supercontinuum 
sources, essentially moving them closer to the top right corner of this graph.  

 

Figure 5. Qualitative comparison of different spectroscopic techniques in terms of sensitivity and 
applicability. The CEAS techniques of Papers II & III are best suited for laboratory 
measurements, whereas the LIDAR and photoacoustic techniques of Paper IV and RP I, 
for example, have more potential for industrial applications. 
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3 SUPERCONTINUUM GENERATION USING LONG 
PULSES 

Supercontinuum light sources possess a unique combination of high spectral 
brightness and spatial coherence together with a broad spectral bandwidth. In 
other words, they combine a laser-like beam quality with a lamp-like breadth of 
wavelengths, making them ideal candidates for spectroscopic applications. 
Unfortunately, only femtosecond supercontinuum sources are intrinsically stable. 
In the long-pulse regime, the sources are inherently unstable, limiting their 
usability, but also making them an interesting experimental playground for studying 
nonlinear noise amplification mechanics, which can help in understanding extreme 
amplitude events in other mediums such as rogue waves in the ocean. This chapter 
begins with a short overview of the history of the supercontinuum, after which the 
physical mechanisms of the supercontinuum generation process are discussed. We 
then focus on supercontinuum stability in the long-pulse regime and discuss the 
experimental results of Paper I. This analysis helps in interpreting the role of noise 
in the results presented in the subsequent chapters.  

3.1 Short history of supercontinuum light sources 

Supercontinuum generation is a process where laser light is turned into light with a 
very broad spectral bandwidth. The generation of new spectral components is one 
of the core features of nonlinear optics. The field was born in the 1960’s, one year 
after the invention of the Q-switched pulsed laser, when Franken et al. reported on 
a surprising observation of the appearance of a new beam with double the 
frequency after focusing intense laser pulses into a quartz sample [43]. The 
phenomenon is now known as second harmonic generation (SHG). It results from 
the nonlinear polarization of matter – the effect where the polarization does not 
respond linearly to the electric field, and higher-order factors of susceptibility come 
into play. A 1970-paper by Alfano et al. reports on a generation of a “white-light 
source” between 400 and 700 nanometers, and is considered the first report of a 
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supercontinuum [44]. This continuum was generated by focusing gigawatt-
picosecond pulses from a frequency-doubled Nd:glass laser into borosilicate glass, 
and the effect was attributed to stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and self-phase 
modulation (SPM). The term “supercontinuum” was coined ten years later in a 
publication by the same group [45]. 

The invention of the single-mode fiber (SMF) in the 1970’s made it possible to 
greatly increase the optical path length over which tightly confined laser pulses can 
interact matter, effectively birthing the field of nonlinear fiber optics and bringing 
supercontinuum technology closer to practical applications. However, the real 
turning point was the invention of the photonic crystal fiber (PCF) in 1996 [46]. 
This new type of microstructured silica fiber contained air holes in the cladding, 
making it possible to have more control over the dispersive and nonlinear 
properties of the fiber [47-50]. A few years later, the first octave-spanning 
supercontinuum was generated from 400 to 1600 nanometers by pumping an 
engineered PCF with femtosecond pulses from a titanium-sapphire laser [51] – see 
Figure 1 for visual reference. Since then, supercontinuum generation has been 
researched extensively, and the relevant nonlinear mechanisms are now well known 
[9]. Because the dynamics behind the process are complex and difficult to follow 
experimentally, numerical simulations have played a major role in reaching this 
understanding. In recent years, the main research focus has been in understanding 
and improving the supercontinuum coherence [52-58], and extending the 
wavelength range further into UV [56, 59, 60] and mid-IR [61-69] regions. 

3.2 Mechanisms of supercontinuum generation 

Supercontinuum light can be generated using a wide variety of different types of 
pump lasers and nonlinear fibers. The pulse width can range from femtoseconds to 
nanoseconds, and in some nonlinear mediums, even continuous-wave light can be 
used [70, 71]. One or more pump sources can be used with laser wavelengths 
ranging from ultraviolet [72] to the mid-infrared [62]. The nonlinear fiber can be 
single- or multi-mode with cladding geometries ranging from regular step-index 
[73, 74] fibers to various types of microstructured fibers such as the hollow core 
PCF fiber [56, 75, 76]. When extending the supercontinuum to the mid-IR, normal 
silica fibers become opaque, and more exotic soft glasses such as tellurite [66], 
fluoride [67, 77], and chalcogenide [68, 69, 78] must be used. 
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The dynamics of supercontinuum generation can be categorized into four 
groups based on pulse width (short vs. long) and dispersion regime (normal vs. 
anomalous). The short-pulse regime is extremely interesting for the generation of 
coherent femtosecond supercontinuum frequency combs [52-54]. However, most 
lasers emit light that is either continuous-wave or consists of nanosecond or 
picosecond pulses, which is why the long-pulse regime is important for practical 
applications. It is also the regime where all of the supercontinuum sources 
developed in this work operate. Here, we will shortly discuss the basic dynamics of 
supercontinuum generation using long pulses. A more thorough treatment 
covering all the different regimes can be found in Refs. [8, 9, 37]. 

When intense pico- or nanosecond pulses (i.e. long pulses) are launched into the 
normal dispersion regime of a fiber, the spectral broadening is dominated by 
stimulated Raman scattering (SRS). Stimulated Raman scattering broadens the 
spectrum towards the red by transferring energy from the pump wave to the 
Stokes wave, which grows exponentially from either spontaneous Raman scattering 
or input noise. The peak of the Raman gain curve is roughly at 13.5 THz for silica, 
designating the most probable spectral location for the first Stokes wave. When the 
Stokes wave becomes strong enough, it will start acting as a pump wave for a new 
SRS process, and light the red side of the Stokes wave gets amplified, generating an 
another, further red-shifted peak in the spectrum. This cascade continues until the 
end of the fiber is reached or the intensity of the Stokes wave drops below the SRS 
threshold through of dispersive pulse broadening or material attenuation. The 
result is the so-called Raman continuum, which is studied in Paper I. If the Raman 
cascade reaches the zero-dispersion wavelength of the fiber, anomalous dispersion 
regime dynamics start dominating the spectral broadening process. 

In the anomalous dispersion regime, the spectral broadening of long pulses is 
dominated by modulation instability (MI) and soliton dynamics. The process starts 
with modulation instability amplifying the random noise on top of the pulse 
envelope. This modulation grows exponentially, eventually breaking the pulse, or 
even CW light, into a train of solitons, each having a random duration and 
amplitude. If the spectrum of a soliton extends over to the normal dispersion 
regime of the fiber, it can shed some of its energy towards the blue end of the 
spectrum in the form of dispersive waves. Solitons undergo continuous soliton 
self-frequency shift (SSFS), effectively shifting their central wavelength towards the 
red through self-seeded stimulated Raman scattering. Random solitons traveling at 
different group velocities will also experience collisions, during which the spectrum 
gets momentarily wider, causing SRS to shift even more energy towards the red 
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and more dispersive waves being shed in the vicinity of the ZDW. The solitons 
keep shifting towards longer wavelengths until the physical end of the fiber or the 
end of the transparency window of the medium is reached. This results in a 
broadband, predominately red-shifted soliton continuum. The supercontinuum 
sources developed in Papers II–IV were generated mainly through these 
dynamics. 

3.3 Supercontinuum stability in the long-pulse regime 

Since the process of supercontinuum generation in the long pulse regime starts 
from the amplification of input noise, any broadband spectrum generated this way 
will show large pulse-to-pulse fluctuations, which are heavily dependent on the 
input conditions. The time-averaged spectrum can still be relatively stable, as it 
consists of thousands of pulses, which makes e.g. slow-scanning spectroscopic 
measurements feasible even with the source having large shot-to-shot fluctuations. 
Nevertheless, understanding the noise amplification mechanics of supercontinuum 
generation and characterizing the spectral and temporal fluctuations is important 
for the development of more stable sources. This research has led to various new 
schemes for stabilizing the source [55-58], which has enabled long pulse SC 
sources to be used e.g. in ultrafast serial time-encoded amplified microscopy 
(STEAM) [79]. 

In the last ten or so years, there has been significant research interest in “optical 
rogue waves” – extremely intense temporal events observed at the output of a 
nonlinear fiber. The interest started in 2007 after Solli et al. published an original 
paper in Nature with the above-quoted title [80]. The authors pointed out the 
connection between these intense optical events and oceanic rogue waves – the 
large and destructive waves that seem to appear out of nowhere. Both of these 
nonlinear systems are described by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation, and in both 
systems modulation instability and soliton dynamics can give rise to these extreme 
events. Studying one system can help to understand the other. Rogue waves are 
associated with L-shaped, fat-tailed, extreme value statistics, indicating that while 
they are rare, they occur much more often compared to what Gaussian statistics or 
common intuition might suggest.  Rogue waves and rogue-wave-like statistics have 
since been reported in various regimes of nonlinear pulse propagation such as 
Raman amplifiers [81] or during laser filamentation in air [82], and studying them 
has practically started a new subfield within optics [83, 84]. 
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In Paper I, we report on an experimental study of extreme spectral fluctuations 
observed in a supercontinuum that is generated in the normal dispersion regime 
through cascaded stimulated Raman scattering. By measuring and analyzing the 
single-shot spectra, we show that the statistics of these fluctuations are heavily 
wavelength-dependent, evolving from Gaussian in the saturated region near the 
pump to L-shaped extreme value distribution near the unsaturated red edge of the 
spectrum. Next, we will shortly discuss the UV supercontinuum source, the setup 
for acquiring single-shot spectra, and the experimental results of this work. 

3.3.1 UV supercontinuum source 

Ultraviolet supercontinuum sources are interesting for many applications such as 
spectroscopy and microscopy [85].  Perhaps the simplest way to generate a UV 
supercontinuum source is to use a short-wavelength pump together with a narrow-
core single-mode fiber in order to generate a cascaded Raman continuum. This 
method is especially effective in the UV because SRS is stronger at shorter 
wavelengths. The supercontinuum source studied in Paper I was generated by 
using an electro-optically Q-switched, frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser that 
produces 8-ns pulses at 355 nm. The pulses were launched into a 40-meter-long 
single-mode polarization-maintaining fiber that has a core diameter of 2.3 μm. 
Prior to coupling, the pulse energy was attenuated to around 2 μJ to prevent 
damaging the fiber. The coupling was achieved with a combination of a UV 
microscope objective and an XYZ-flexure stage, with an average coupling 
efficiency of 50 %. The result was a broadband UV supercontinuum generated 
mainly through cascaded SRS, as described above in Chapter 3.2. Figure 6 shows 
the full experimental setup and a typical single-shot spectrum.  

 

Figure 6. (a) The experimental setup for UV supercontinuum generation and capturing single-shot 
spectra. (b) Example of a single-shot supercontinuum spectrum. Adapted from Paper I. 
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3.3.2 Setup for capturing pulse-to-pulse spectra 

The supercontinuum spectrum was recorded using a spectrograph with an ICCD 
camera mounted on the exit aperture. This allowed for the measurement of 
complete single-shot SC spectra, making it possible to analyze the dynamics of 
nonlinear propagation and noise effects that are not apparent in averaged 
measurements. The spectra that were measured in this way showed significant 
wavelength-dependent fluctuations. Since these fluctuations originate from the 
amplification of input noise, the pump pulses were measured and analyzed as well. 
Specifically, the temporal profile of the pump pulses was monitored using a fast 
silicon photodiode connected to a two-gigahertz oscilloscope. The pulse envelopes 
showed a varying but strong modulation originating from the beating of multiple 
longitudinal modes inside the cavity of the pump laser. This type of noise has 
previously been shown to affect the growth of Stokes orders [86]. Other sources of 
noise, such as the variations in coupling efficiency, were also considered and found 
to constitute a negligible source of additional noise. The pulse peak power 
distribution was observed to be close to Gaussian with a relative standard deviation 
of approximately 23 % of the mean value.  

3.3.3 Statistical analysis of extreme spectral fluctuations 

Two sets of 9000 single-shot SC spectra were recorded, corresponding to average 
coupled pulse energies of 1.0 μJ and 0.2 μJ. While extreme spectral fluctuations 
were observed in both sets, here we focus on the results obtained using the higher 
input energy. The fluctuations are demonstrated in Figure 7 (a), which 
superimposes 500 spectra together with the mean spectrum that was calculated for 
the entire set of 9000. To further highlight these differences, Figures 7 (b-d) show 
three individual spectra corresponding to narrow, intermediate and large spectral 
bandwidth, respectively. A discrepancy as large as six Stokes orders can be seen 
between these cases. 

Histograms of spectral intensities were calculated at wavelengths highlighted by 
the arrows in Fig. 3.2. These histograms, which are presented in Paper I, showed a 
rapid transformation from a close-to-Gaussian distribution near the pump 
wavelength into an L-shaped distribution near the red end of the spectrum. This 
type of evolution has been previously associated with optical rogue waves [80], and 
constitutes a demonstration of extreme value events associated with nonlinear 
pulse propagation. 
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Figure 7. (a) Five hundred superimposed single-shot spectra (gray lines) together with the mean 
spectrum calculated over 9000 spectra (black line). (b–d) Examples of individual SC 
spectra highlighting significant shot-to-shot variations. Adapted from Paper I 

To further characterize the extremity of spectral fluctuations across the full 
supercontinuum spectrum, a “Pareto-like” metric M(λ) was used. This metric was 
introduced in Ref. [82] to characterize the skewness of a distribution. It is defined 
as the contribution of 20 % of the largest measured intensities to the total sum of 
all measured intensities at a given wavelength. The lowest possible value for M is 
0.2, indicating a uniform distribution, whereas M  0.44 corresponds to a Gaussian 
distribution, and values exceeding 0.5 indicate an L-shaped extreme value 
distribution. Figure 3.3 shows the mean spectrum together with the calculated M(λ) 
for the two ensembles of 9000 spectra recorded using (a) low and (b) high input 
energy pulses, respectively. The appearance of L-shaped extreme value statistics 
can be clearly seen to correlate with a sudden increase in the Pareto-metric. This 
shift happens at around 410 nm for the high-energy case, corresponding to the 9th 
Stokes order. It is also present in the low energy regime of SRS, where the statistics 
start to exhibit extreme value behavior after around 380 nm, corresponding to the 
5th Stokes order and above. These findings are in agreement with the numerical 
predictions of Ref. [87] calculated for similar pump noise conditions. The spectral 
regions exhibiting Gaussian and L-shaped fluctuations are called the saturated and 
unsaturated regimes of cascaded SRS, respectively. 

To clarify the origin of these fluctuations, we ran numerical simulations of 
nonlinear pulse propagation for 1000 pulses whose peak power was normally 
distributed with a relative standard deviation of 23 %, corresponding to the 
experimental distribution. A simplified numerical model was used, which only 
contained spontaneous and stimulated Raman scattering as well as fiber losses. The 
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“Pareto-like” metric M(λ) was then calculated for the simulated set of 1000 spectra. 
The results are shown in Fig. 8 (c). Although the numerical model was greatly 
simplified, it reproduced the experimental results well – the mean spectrum 
contains the same amount of Stokes orders and the metric M(λ) increases sharply 
near the unsaturated regime. These results suggest that cascaded SRS can indeed 
transfer relatively small temporal fluctuations on the input pulse envelope into 
massive spectral fluctuations at the output. 

 

Figure 8. Mean spectrum (left axis) together with the Pareto metric M(λ) (right axis) for (a) low input 
energy measurement and (b) high energy measurement. (c) Simulated results. Adapted 
from Paper I. 

3.3.4 Correlation map analysis of cascaded Raman continuum 

In addition to analyzing the skewness of the distribution, we made full use of the 
ability to measure shot-to-shot spectra and performed a correlation map analysis of 
Raman supercontinuum generation. This analysis, which was not published in 
Paper I, was motivated by the work presented in Refs. [88, 89], where correlation 
maps were used to study the noise transfer and energy exchange dynamics in SC 
generation through modulation instability. Here, we have applied the same analysis 
to SC generation through stimulated Raman scattering.  

The intensity correlation map plots the spectral correlation between two 
wavelengths, and can be calculated using Eq. (1) in Ref. [89]. The spectral 
correlation varies between plus one and minus one, where a positive value indicates 
that intensities at two wavelengths increase or decrease together. A negative 
correlation indicates anti-correlation – when intensity increases at one wavelength, 
it decreases at the other. Figure 9 shows the correlation maps calculated for the 
sets of experimental and simulated spectra. The agreement between the two maps 
is fair; the main discrepancy is the lack of the checkerboard pattern in the 
simulated map. This is due to the fact that in order to have consistency with 
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Paper I, the simulated input pulses were temporally smooth with varying peak 
power. When the accurate intra-pulse modulation was included, the checkerboard 
pattern appeared.  

 

Figure 9. Intensity correlation maps calculated for the (a) experimental, and (b) simulated spectra. 
The color scale ranges from yellow (positive correlation) to cyan (anti-correlation) with 
black in the middle (no correlation). Two distinct regimes can be seen, corresponding to 
the saturated and unsaturated regimes of cascaded SRS. To aid in interpretation, the 
mean spectrum is shown on a logarithmic scale. 

Both of the correlation maps show an interesting feature: light at the unsaturated 
region of the spectrum is anti-correlated with light at the saturated region. This 
indicates that there is a special set of very broadband spectra that exhibit more 
efficient energy transfer towards the long wavelength side at the expense of less 
light remaining closer to the pump. Once the unsaturated region is reached, it 
becomes probable that the spectrum extends even further, as indicated by the 
positive correlation within this region. These types of unique noise properties of 
long-pulse supercontinuum sources affect the performance of all of the 
spectroscopy techniques presented in this thesis. 
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4 INCOHERENT BROADBAND CAVITY-ENHANCED 
ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY 

Incoherent broadband cavity-enhanced absorption spectroscopy (IBB-CEAS) is a 
technique for measuring molecular concentrations in gaseous or liquid samples. 
Compared to other optical techniques, IBB-CEAS provides an unusual 
combination of sensitivity and bandwidth. That is, very small concentrations of 
many different molecules can be measured simultaneously. This chapter begins 
with a brief overview of cavity enhanced spectroscopy methods in general, after 
which we focus on IBB-CEAS. We then go through the theory required for 
modeling and analyzing experimentally acquired IBB-CEAS spectra. Finally, we 
discuss the supercontinuum light sources, spectrometer setups, and experimental 
results for the near- and mid-infrared spectrometers first published in 
Papers II & III. 

4.1 Cavity enhancement of absorption 

The concept of using a high finesse cavity to enhance absorption dates back to the 
1980’s, to the development of cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) [90]. In this 
technique, optical pulses are coupled into a cavity, where they bounce back and 
forth, while experiencing an exponential decay of intensity caused by cavity losses 
such as gas absorption and mirror transmission. This exponential decay, i.e. the 
ring-down, is measured using a photodetector placed behind one of the mirrors. 
The decay rate is compared in the presence and absence of an absorber, which 
allows the concentration to be calculated. Since the invention of CRDS, many 
narrow- as well as broadband cavity-based methods have been developed. What all 
of these techniques have in common, and where their sensitivity originates from, is 
the long absorption path length in the cavity. Whereas other common direct 
absorption techniques, such as tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy 
(TDLAS) can utilize multi-pass cells to bring the absorption path length to a 
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maximum of couple of hundred meters, cavity-enhanced methods can routinely 
achieve path lengths of tens of kilometers. 

Cavity enhanced techniques can be divided into narrow- and broad-bandwidth 
methods. Narrow-bandwidth methods such as pulsed and continuous-wave CRDS 
[91-93], on- and off-axis ICOS [94], OF-CEAS [95], and NICE-OHMS [96] can 
achieve sensitivities more than three orders of magnitude higher compared to 
absorption spectroscopy methods where no cavity is used. This has opened new 
fields of applications for optical spectroscopy, with CRDS and ICOS now being 
used in techniques such as biomedical breath analysis [97-100] and atmospheric 
monitoring [101-108], where very high single-species sensitivity is required. While 
most of the cavity-enhanced spectroscopy has been done in the visible and near-IR 
parts of the spectrum, the research has recently extended to mid-IR spectral region, 
and parts-per-trillion single-species sensitivities have been reported using 
narrowband OF-CEAS [95, 109-111] and NICE-OHMS [112] techniques. 

Broadband systems do not generally achieve the same sensitivity as the most 
advanced single-frequency methods. However, the point in broadband methods is 
to obtain sufficient sensitivity across a wide spectrum to enable selective multi-
component measurement. This makes it possible for the same instrument to serve 
various diagnostic purposes, or to provide better understanding of complex 
dynamic processes by tracking multiple chemical species in real time [113]. It is also 
one of the only ways to selectively measure mixtures of very large molecules, 
whose absorption spectra lack distinct peaks. In addition to being robust against 
the effect of interfering absorbers, broad bandwidth also makes it easier to resolve 
absorption from scattering effects or system drifts. Broadband CRDS [114-116], 
phase-shift CRDS [117], IBB-CEAS [118, 119], and cavity-enhanced frequency 
comb spectroscopy [120] have achieved ppm-to-ppb level sensitivities, with varying 
degrees of experimental complexity. In the case of broadband CRDS, the 
complexity originates from the fact that a scheme for recording wavelength-
dependent ring-down times is required. This can be achieved with a fast-rotating 
mirror in conjugation with a diffraction grating [121] or a two-dimensional clocked 
CCD array at the exit port of a spectrograph [114]. The main benefit of the 
frequency-comb techniques is that the light source can be coupled very efficiently 
to the cavity, allowing very high transmission to be recorded on the other side [122, 
123]. However, they require complex mode-matching schemes, especially over a 
wider bandwidth. Dual-comb techniques enable a high-resolution absorption 
spectrum to be measured at high speed without diffractive elements using two 
coherent frequency combs [120]. 
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Out of all the different broadband cavity enhanced absorption techniques, IBB-
CEAS is arguably the simplest. The main components are an incoherent 
broadband light source, a cavity and a spectrometer. The spectrometer can be a 
scanning monochromator, while array detectors and FTIR spectrometers allow for 
faster acquisition. The main drawback of IBB-CEAS is the low transmittance of 
the cavity owing to the incoherent nature of the light source. This limits the signal-
to-noise ratio and sets an upper limit to the reflectivity of the mirrors that can be 
used. However, compared to CRDS or frequency comb methods, where the light is 
only momentarily coupled to the cavity, IBB-CEAS has a higher duty cycle, which 
partially compensates for this drawback. IBB-CEAS was first demonstrated using 
an Xe-arc light source [118], but lamp, LED and SLED light sources are more 
typically used [124]. Because of the low transmission, the benefits of using a high 
brightness source with good beam quality become pronounced, and indeed 
supercontinuum sources have recently been demonstrated for IBB-CEAS [125-
128]. Yet, the bandwidth of the sources has been filtered significantly to match that 
of the mirrors’ spectral reflectivity, resulting in total intensity of only a few 
milliwatts.  

In our work, we have attempted to demonstrate the full potential of IBB-CEAS 
technique first in near-IR region by using a fiber-based supercontinuum source 
whose spectrum is tailored to match the high reflectivity bandwidth of the cavity 
mirrors. Compared to previous studies, the source has two orders of magnitude 
higher spectral brightness at the measurement bandwidth. The full results are 
presented in Paper II. Furthermore, in Paper III we have demonstrated, for the 
first time, multi-component measurement using IBB-CEAS in the mid-IR 
wavelength region with the broadest reported IBB-CEAS bandwidth. Both of 
these projects make use of an advanced spectral fitting method based on 
differential optical absorption spectroscopy, which was first published in Paper II. 
The method is able to account for the combined effect of absorption line 
saturation and limited spectral resolution of the detection, increasing the dynamic 
range of the instrument and making it better suited for real-world applications.  

4.2 Theory and analytical tools 

While the basic concept of IBB-CEAS is as simple as increasing the absorption 
path length of a direct broadband absorption measurement by using a cavity, the 
theory of IBB-CEAS is more complex than simply using the cavity’s effective path 
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length to calculate absorption. This is because the absorption itself affects the 
photon lifetime and therefore the effective path length in the cavity. In addition, 
the analysis of broadband data can be done in many ways, some of which are more 
advanced than others. The ultimate goal is to be able to retrieve trace gas 
concentrations of many species simultaneously, with high sensitivity and selectivity, 
in the presence of interfering absorbers, system drifts, Rayleigh scattering, Mie 
scattering, and so forth. Arguably, the most advanced way of  doing this is 
differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS), originally developed for long-
range atmospheric measurements [29]. In DOAS, a modeled differential 
absorption spectrum is fitted to the experimental spectrum using a least-squares 
method. The concentrations are then retrieved as the fitting parameters. The 
important benefit of the DOAS method is to be able to separate the absorption of 
molecules, which typically varies rapidly as a function of wavelength, from 
smoothly varying background effects, such as Rayleigh scattering and system drifts. 
This is achieved by high pass filtering of the spectrum, or more commonly by 
including a low order polynomial in the fit. In Paper II, we have published and 
shortly discussed a DOAS-based method for analyzing broadband cavity-enhanced 
spectra. Here, we present the method in more detail. 

In order to use a DOAS based fitting method in IBB-CEAS, a model is 
required for cavity enhancement of broadband spectra. The theory of cavity 
enhancement for incoherent sources was first given in the original paper by Fiedler 
et al. [118], where the treatment is done in time domain. Later on, Triki et al. have 
arrived at the same results using a frequency domain approach [124]. These are the 
primary results that have been used in the retrieval of concentrations from 
measured IBB-CEAS spectra in various studies [31, 125, 127-134]. They can be 
used to model the wavelength-dependent cavity-enhanced absorption coefficient 
for a given trace gas concentration assuming that the mirror reflectance curve and 
the spectral absorption cross section of the molecule are known. However, since 
the results are given for the absorption coefficient, and not the transmittance, 
which is what is actually measured by the spectrometer, implementation of 
spectrometer resolution is not straight-forward. The primary way of accounting for 
the instrument resolution has been to convolve the molecular absorption cross 
section with the instrument slit function. This can lead to distortions in the 
modeled spectrum, since the sharp physical absorption features are made artificially 
wider, and the real effect of the saturation of strong absorption peaks in the cavity 
is not properly accounted for. This neglect was first noted in Ref. [125]. In a low-
resolution case, the modeled spectrum becomes distorted as soon as the single-pass 
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absorption losses become comparable to the mirror losses. The saturation arises 
from the fact that the effective path length in the cavity depends not only on the 
mirrors but also on the wavelength dependent absorption losses. This dependence 
was first explicitly pointed out by Platt et al. [135], with the motivation of using 
established DOAS methodology and software in the analysis of IBB-CEAS 
spectra. However, their method is not straight-forward to implement in a limited-
resolution measurement, such as what was the case here. 

The full derivation of the DOAS-based spectral fitting model of Paper II is 
given below. The treatment starts from the intermediate results given in Ref. [135], 
which are used to model the cavity-enhanced differential transmittance spectrum. 
Let us consider an optically stable cavity that consists of two mirrors with 
reflectance R. We assume that the pulses are incoherent so that the total intensity 
can be obtained as a linear superposition of the pulse intensities in the cavity. In 
addition, we assume that the spectral resolution of the detection is worse than the 
free spectral range of the cavity so that it is sufficient to look at the average spectral 
transmittance over many longitudinal cavity modes. Initially, only the fraction ρ = 1 
– R of the radiation emitted by the light source enters the resonator (assuming 
lossless mirrors). Equation (11) in Ref. [135] describes the decay of the intensity of 
a light pulse Iin inside the cavity as it bounces back and forth between the mirrors. 
The decay can be derived from the change in one transverse of the resonator:  

  (3) 

where Tgas is the single-pass transmittance of the gas within the cavity, R is the 
reflectance of the mirrors, and n is the number of passes through the cavity. To 
simplify the treatment, the wavelength dependence of the variables is omitted for 
now. Note that the number of passes n is used as a continuous variable, although 
in reality it can only assume discrete values. By integrating with the boundary 
condition Iin(n = 0) = Iin(0), we get: 

  (4) 

Re-writing Tgas = 1 – τ and R = 1 – ρ, with τ, ρ  1 for small single-pass absorption 
and mirror losses, we obtain: 

  (5) 
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Equation (4) can now be written as: 

  (6) 

where Iin(n) is the intensity inside the cavity after n reflections or passes through the 
cavity. Outside of the cavity, behind the output mirror, the intensity is smaller by a 
multiplier of ρ / 2 = (1    R) / 2,  where the denominator two comes from the fact 
that the light is leaking out through both of the mirrors. The cavity-enhanced 
differential transmittance can then be calculated from total intensities measured 
with and without the absorbing gas species present: 

 

 (7) 

where I0 is the intensity with no absorbing species present, so that τ = 0 (cavity 
flushed with nitrogen or dry air). Evaluating the integral yields: 

 
 (8) 

which is now the integrated cavity-enhanced differential transmittance. Here the 
number of passes n was treated as a continuous variable although in reality it can 
only assume discrete values. A discrete treatment is given in [118] and it leads to 
the same result. We now include the wavelength-dependence of the variables in the 
equation. The term ρ(λ) represents the wavelength-dependent mirror losses, or the 
mirror transmittance curve, assuming high-quality mirrors, and it can be obtained 
using a calibration measurement. The small wavelength-dependent single-pass 
absorption losses τ(λ) can be calculated from the linear approximation of the Beer-
Lambert law (2), where the transmittance of the sample gas can be written as 
T(λ) = 1 – τ(λ), and 

  (9) 
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where σ(λ)j are the absorption cross-sections of the gas species, Nj their number 
densities and d0 is the cavity length. The cavity enhanced differential transmittance 
can now be written as: 

  (10) 

The instrument resolution directly affects how this transmittance spectrum is 
measured. We implemented this in the model by convolving the transmittance with 
an instrument slit function g(λ). Finally, we apply the DOAS-principle by first 
calculating the optical density, which is given as the inverse natural logarithm of the 
transmittance. We then add a low degree polynomial to the modeled spectrum to 
account for background effects such as smoothly varying absorbers, scattering, and 
system drifts. The final equation for the modeled optical density is then given as: 

 
 (11) 

where the number densities Nj and polynomial coefficients ak are used as fitting 
parameters. Typically a third-degree polynomial is sufficient, but higher degrees can 
also be used as long as the polynomial varies smoothly compared to the absorption 
features. The absorption cross-sections σ(λ)j can be modeled beforehand using a 
spectral database, such as HITRAN 2012 [15], and well-known line-broadening 
mechanisms. In order to retrieve the molecular number densities Nj from 
measured data, Equation (11) is fitted to the measured optical density spectrum 
using a least squares fitting method such as the Levenberg-Marguardt algorithm. 
The fit also gives the polynomial coefficients ak, which are typically not used, but 
can reveal information about e.g. the aerosol extinction coefficient.  

Equation (11) can also be used in the calibration of the instrument, i.e. in 
determining the mirror losses ρ(λ). In this case, a measurement is made with a 
reference sample of known concentration. It is preferable to use a gas that has 
absorption features covering the whole measurement bandwidth. In the calibration 
fitting procedure, a function that contains the fitting parameters is used for ρ(λ), 
whereas the polynomial coefficients ak can still be allowed to be fitted freely. One 
option is to use the mirror transmittance curve provided by the manufacturer as a 
starting point for ρ(λ) and add a small constant wavelength-independent fitting 
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parameter to represent additional losses such that ρ(λ) = ρ(λ)trans + ϵ. This 
correction parameter ϵ is then retrieved from the least squares fit. A more 
broadband calibration is also possible by replacing the constant ϵ with a curve ϵ(λ), 
for example a low degree polynomial, whose coefficients then act as the calibration 
parameters. Doing this increases the accuracy of the calibration over the full mirror 
bandwidth. It is worth noting that although the term ρ(λ) is referred to as mirror 
losses, it actually contains all additional losses, which are present in the 
measurements of I(λ) and I0(λ). Most notable of these losses are Rayleigh scattering 
losses caused by scattering from the molecules of the carrier gas and diffraction 
losses caused by cavity misalignment.  

4.3 Near-infrared supercontinuum light source 

The objective of the work reported in Paper II was to attempt to demonstrate the 
full potential of supercontinuum sources in IBB-CEAS. In contrast to previous 
reports, where most of the optical power has been wasted, here the near-IR SC 
source was designed specifically for the application, so that the spectrum matches 
the reflectance curve of the cavity mirrors. The spectral brightness of the source is 
about two orders of magnitude higher compared to previous studies. 

The supercontnuum is generated by injecting 700-ps pulses at 1.5 μm into the 
anomalous dispersion regime of a standard single-mode fiber. As discussed in 
Chapter 3, the mechanisms of spectral broadening in this long-pulse, anomalous 
dispersion regime are dominated by noise-seeded modulation instability and soliton 
dynamics [37]. The result is a broadband supercontinuum with more than 250 nm 
of total bandwidth, extending from 1500 nm to over 1750 nm with a total optical 
power of 800 mW. Figure 10 (a) shows the time-averaged supercontinuum 
spectrum for different values of input pulse peak power. The processes of 
modulation instability and soliton self-frequency shift are evident in the figure as 
the growing sidebands around the pump, and efficient spectral broadening towards 
longer wavelengths, respectively. Higher peak powers were attempted, but 
ultimately disregarded as they caused the bump in the middle of the spectrum to 
shift even further to the red, while also increasing the risk of optical damage to the 
fiber interface. In order to demonstrate the benefits of using such a source, the SC 
was compared against an SLD source, which was also chosen to best match the 
IBB-CEAS setup. Figure 10 (b) shows a comparison between the SC and SLD 
spectra, together with the mirror reflectance curve.  
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Figure 10. (a) Supercontinuum spectrum for different input pulse powers. (b) Comparison of 
supercontinuum (SC) and superluminescent diode (SLD) spectra together with the mirror 
reflectance curve. The reflectance is calculated from the transmittance curve measured by 
the manufacturer assuming zero losses 

As explained in Chapter 2, any supercontinuum generated in the long-pulse regime 
will show extreme pulse-to-pulse fluctuations. However, the average spectrum can 
remain sufficiently stable when using a high repetition rate laser and long 
integration times. Besides pulse-to-pulse fluctuations, another major source of 
detection noise can arise from the residual light at the pump wavelength, which is 
seen as the sharp peak in Fig. 10 (a). This is an intrinsic feature of any 
supercontinuum generated in the long pulse regime. In time domain, the peak at 
the laser wavelength corresponds mostly to the leading and trailing edges of the 
pulse, where the intensity is not high enough to undergo nonlinear spectral 
broadening. If this coherent laser peak is not filtered out, optical feedback can 
cause the pump laser to momentarily lock to the IBB-CEAS cavity modes, 
resulting in massive stray light noise at the detector. This locking behavior was 
observed in the measurements carried out for Paper II, and subsequently 
suppressed by slightly misaligning the cavity as well as mechanically vibrating one 
of the cavity mirrors. It should be noted that a better way to suppress the feedback 
would be to use a narrowband notch filter in combination with an optical isolator. 

4.4 Near-infrared spectrometer setup and calibration 

Figure 11 shows the full near-infrared spectrometer setup. The IBB-CEAS setup is 
very simple in design, which is a major benefit for application considerations. The 
near-confocal cavity consists of two mirrors, each having a reflectance exceeding 
99.99 % between 1520 nm and 1670 nm. Such high reflectance results in effective 
path lengths of over 10 km, but this also results in the average transmission of the 
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cavity for an incoherent source being lower than 0.5 10-4 [124]. The transmission 
is especially low at the center of the mirror bandwidth where the reflectance is 
higher than 99.998 %. However, this is also where the SC spectrum has roughly the 
highest intensity, allowing for a significant increase in signal-to-noise ratio of 
detection compared to lower brightness sources. 

 

Figure 11. Experimental setup for near-IR IBB-CEAS. Light from either the supercontinuum (SC) or 
the superluminescent diode (SLD) source is collimated and focused into a cavity 
containing the gas sample. Light leaking through the output mirror is focused into a multi-
mode fiber, which is connected to an optical spectrum analyzer. Adapted from Paper II. 

The instrument calibration was performed by measuring the mirror losses ρ(λ) with 
the help of a reference sample. Specifically, an optical density spectrum was 
measured using a sample of 100 ppm CO2, after which a small wavelength-
independent loss parameter ϵ was added to the manufacturer-specified mirror 
transmission and retrieved using a fitting process described in Chapter 4.2. Mirror 
loss parameters of 12.1  10−6 and 8.8  10−6 were retrieved for the SC and SLD 
sources, respectively. The discrepancy is attributed to the intentional misalignment 
of the cavity in the SC measurements, which was done in order to suppress the 
mode-locking effects. The total mirror losses at the center of the mirror bandwidth 
correspond to effective path lengths of 40 km and 46 km for the SC and SLD 
source, respectively. The calibration using a reference sample is a simple and 
reliable method, but other authors have also demonstrated calibration using a more 
complex broadband phase-shift CRDS [136], or by using a ring-down 
measurement with a separate diode laser [131]. The latter was deemed unreliable, 
since the mirror losses found to be depend on the light source alignment, which 
can be noticed from these results as well. 
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4.5 Near-infrared spectrometer performance 

The performance of the IBB-CEAS instrument using SC and SLD light sources 
was evaluated by measuring varying concentrations of carbon dioxide. Figure 12 
shows the weak 3v1 + v3 combination overtone absorption band of CO2 measured 
from a 200 ppm sample using (a) the SLD source, (b) the SC source, as well as (c) 
the result of the least squares fit to (b) using Eq. (11). The superior brightness of 
the SC source can be seen to result in a much less noisy spectrum compared to the 
SLD. The modeled spectrum is in excellent agreement with the measured 
spectrum, which was also the case for the SLD measurement (modeled spectrum 
not shown here), including a compensation for the baseline drift made possible by 
the extra polynomial in Eq. (11). Concentrations of 196 ppm and 194 ppm were 
retrieved from the fits. Lower signal-to-noise ratio measurements were also carried 
out for a concentration of 40 ppm with similar results, as described in Paper II.  

The detection limit for CO2 was determined for both sources by repeatedly 
measuring CO2 concentration from a nitrogen-flushed cavity where no CO2 was 
present. The CO2 absorption spectrum was nevertheless fitted to the measured 
spectra. Histograms of retrieved concentrations showed Gaussian distributions 
around zero concentration with standard deviations of 0.41 ppm for the SC source 
and 1.12 ppm for the SLD source. From these values, 3σ detection limits for CO2 
were defined as 1.2 ppm and 3.4 ppm for the SC and SLD source, respectively, 
with a scanning time of 2.5 minutes. The difference is smaller than expected, which 
is most likely a result of the slightly misaligned cavity as well as higher relative 
amplitude noise in the case of the supercontinuum. However, the supercontinuum 
offers much broader usable bandwidth, the benefit of which was demonstrated by 
measuring the 80-nm-wide absorption spectrum of methane, which could not be 
done using the SLD source. This broadband experimental spectrum is shown in 
Figure 13. 
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Figure 12. Experimental CO2 absorption spectrum measured from a concentration of 200 ppm using 
(a) the SLD source and (b) the SC source, together with (c) the modeled spectrum that is 
fitted to the experimental SC spectrum in (b). A concentration of 194 ppm was retrieved 
from the fit.  

 

 

Figure 13. Broadband absorption spectrum of CH4 measured from a concentration of 4 ppm using 
the near-IR supercontinuum source. 
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4.6 Mid-infrared supercontinuum light source 

The main motivation for developing an IBB-CEAS spectrometer operating in the 
mid-infrared spectral region is the abundance of strong rovibrational absorption 
bands in this region. The wavelength region from 3000 nm to 5000 nm is especially 
interesting, since it contains very few absorption lines of the water molecule that 
can interfere with the measurement (see Figure 4), while at the same time 
containing abundant rovibrational bands associated with fundamental excitations 
of common group vibrations, e.g. stretches of C-H, O-H, and N-H bonds, which 
allow a vast number of molecules to be detected. 

The mid-infrared supercontinuum source of Paper III employs the same pump 
laser (Keopsys Kult) as the near-infrared source. The 700-ps pulses with 10 kW 
peak power at 1547 nm are first injected into the anomalous-dispersion regime of a 
four-meter single-mode dispersion-shifted fiber (DSF). The initial spectral 
broadening is dominated by noise-seeded modulation instability, which leads to 
soliton formation and soliton self-frequency shift. These dynamics expand the 
spectrum towards longer wavelengths up to the limit of the transparency window 
of silica at 2400 nm. The red-shifted solitons are then injected into a 7-m step-
index fluoride (ZBLAN) fiber, which is transparent up to 4000 nm, and has 
anomalous dispersion for wavelengths above 1620 nm. The solitons undergo 
additional Raman self-frequency shift in the ZBLAN fiber, extending the spectrum 
to 3700 nm. The supercontinuum source has an average output power of 160 mW, 
limited by coupling and absorption losses. The average spectrum, which is shown 
in Figure 14, is smooth and stable, but underneath the source most probably 
exhibits large pulse-to-pulse spectral fluctuations typical for a long-pulse 
supercontinuum.  

 

Figure 14. Mid-infrared supercontinuum spectrum generated in a four-meter dispersion-shifted silica 
fiber that is coupled to a seven-meter ZBLAN fiber. 
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4.7 Mid-infrared spectrometer setup and calibration 

The mid-infrared IBB-CEAS spectrometer setup is illustrated in Figure 15. The 
setup is very similar to the near-infrared spectrometer, with the main exception of a 
more complex detection scheme pictured on the right side of the cavity. The all-in-
one optical spectrum analyzer is replaced by a half-a-meter monochromator with 
an external liquid-nitrogen-cooled InAs photodetector at the output. Additionally, 
a lock-in amplifier is used together with an optical chopper to enhance the signal-
to-noise ratio. Compared to the near-IR setup, the fiber-to-fiber coupling is also 
more challenging and lossy here between silica and fluoride fibers, as is fiber-to-air 
collimation when using a speciality soft glass fiber with no connectors. These 
changes highlight some of the difficulties faced when measuring in the mid-IR 
region. 

The cavity mirrors have a nominal reflectance of R > 99.95 between 3000 nm 
and 3450 nm. Compared to the near-IR setup, less reflective (more transmissive) 
mirrors are used to compensate for the lower spectral brightness of the source and 
the less sensitive detection scheme. Indeed, the filtered part of the SC spectrum 
that is coupled into the cavity has an optical power of 4 mW, which is significantly 
lower than the 800 mW that was used in the near-IR setup. However, the 
measurement bandwidth is much broader. Calibration of the instrument was 
performed using a reference sample of known concentration (Chapter 4.2 
methodology), and it yielded a mirror loss curve corresponding to a reflectance of 
R > 99.7 over the 450-nm measurement bandwidth, resulting in an effective path 
length of around 300 meters. 

 

Figure 15. Experimental setup of the mid-IR IBB-CEAS spectrometer. See Paper III for technical 
details. 
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4.8 Mid-infrared spectrometer performance 

The response of the mid-infrared IBB-CEAS spectrometer was evaluated by 
measuring varying concentrations of acetylene and methane, and applying the 
DOAS-based spectral fitting method to the data. The resulting spectra are 
presented in Paper III, showing a good match between measured and modeled 
curves. The detection also showed a linear response to varying concentrations 
between 0.25 ppm and 10 ppm for both gases. While no measurements were made 
at the noise floor, the smallest measured concentrations were 0.5 ppm and 0.25 
ppm for acetylene and methane, respectively. These values indicate the upper 
bounds for the detection limits. Although the broadband fitting response was still 
linear, the spectrum was no longer visibly distinguishable from the noise, 
suggesting that the actual detection limits are close to these values. 

After measuring the response for individual gases, both acetylene and methane 
were flown through the cavity and measured simultaneously. This was done in 
order to demonstrate the capability for exceptionally broadband measurement 
afforded by the supercontinuum light source. Figure 16 shows the experimental 
spectrum that is measured over the full 450-nm range of the mirrors’ high-
reflectance bandwidth, together with the modeled spectrum that is fitted to the 
data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the broadest IBB-CEAS spectrum ever 
reported. The measured and modeled spectra are in very good agreement, and the 
retrieved concentrations match the ones set by the nominal flow rates of the two 
gases very closely. We note that although dry N2 was used as both the carrier and 
the reference gas, using room air is also feasible since the bandwidth is free from 
interfering absorption by H2O or CO2 – see Figure 4 for reference. 

 

Figure 16. Broadband multi-component measurement of acetylene (3000 nm – 3100 nm) and 
methane (3150 nm – 3450 nm) together with the least-squares-fitted modeled spectrum. 
Adapted from Paper III. 
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4.9 Comparison of the techniques 

In order to compare the sensitivity of the techniques, the detection limits for 
individual gases were generalized by calculating corresponding minimum detectable 
absorption coefficients (MDAs). The MDA is calculated based on the detection 
limit by assuming it was obtained via a hypothetical single-wavelength using the 
strongest line of the spectrum within the measurement bandwidth. In other words, 
MDA = αmin = σmaxNmin, where σmax is the highest value for the absorption cross 
section in the computer-modeled Voigt-broadened absorption band, and Nmin is 
the molecular number density corresponding to the achieved detection limit. 
Although MDA does not take into account the shape of the absorption spectrum, 
it is an acceptable metric for the overall sensitivity of the technique, especially 
when given together with light source parameters and measurement time. The 
minimum detectable absorption coefficient can then be used to calculate 
hypothetical detection limits for gases with known absorption cross sections within 
the measurement bandwidth, as long as the overall spectrum has a similar line 
structure. Table 1 shows the comparison of the different techniques presented in 
this chapter in terms of optical parameters and achieved MDA values. For the 
near-IR techniques, MDA was calculated based on the achieved carbon dioxide 
detection limits and the modeled CO2 absorption cross-section, while the mid-IR 
MDA calculation is based on those of methane.  

Table 1. Optical parameters and detection sensitivities of the IBB-CEAS spectrometers built in 
this work using different light sources. 

Near-IR SLD Near-IR SC Mid-IR SC 
Center wavelength 1600 nm 1600 nm 2200 nm 
-10dB bandwidth 90 nm 230 nma 2300 nma 
Optical power 17 mW 800 mW 160 mW 
Power at mirror bandwidth 17 mW 800 mW 4 mW 
Effective path length 46 km 40 km 0.3 km 
Carbon dioxide detection limit 3.4 ppm 1.2 ppm N.A.b 
Methane detection limit 14 ppbc 4.9 ppbc < 0.25 ppm 
Acetylene detection limit N.A.b 1.7 ppbc < 0.5 ppm 
Measurement time 150 s 150 s 600 s 
Minimum detectable absorption coefficient 6.2  10-9 cm-1 2.2  10-9 cm-1 < 1.3  10-5 cm-1 
aIgnoring the laser peak. bNo absorption bands available within the measurement bandwidth.  cCalculated based 
on MDA and the strongest line in the measurement bandwidth.  
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Looking first at the near-IR results of Paper II, the achieved sensitivity is only 
slightly higher compared to previous IBB-CEAS studies performed using a 
supercontinuum source, such as Ref. [125] and Ref. [31]. This can be surprising at 
first, since a source with much higher spectral brightness was used in this work. 
However, these studies utilized more optimized detection schemes, namely an 
array detector and a Fourier-transform spectrometer, which are able to collect 
much more light. It can be anticipated that using a similar detection scheme would 
result in a much higher sensitivity. The sensitivity could be further increased by 
optimizing the cavity and coupling parameters according to guidelines given in 
[137] and by suppressing optical feedback through the use of an optical isolator or 
spectral filters. Even without these optimizations, the sensitivity is higher than 
most other broadband CRDS-methods [114], and it does not fall much behind 
from the most advanced single-wavelength methods, where the typical MDA is in 
the range of 10-11 cm-1 – 10-10 cm-1 [102-104, 138]. 

The mid-IR spectrometer of Paper III constituted the first report of IBB-
CEAS using a mid-infrared supercontinuum source. Furthermore, to the best of 
our knowledge, the bandwidth of the measurement was the broadest ever reported 
for this technique. However, as can be seen from Table 1, the sensitivity fell far 
behind the near-IR results. This is due to the combination of multiple effects that 
make the mid-IR measurement challenging. Most of the SC power is lost due to 
lossy fiber-to-fiber coupling, the remaining power is not well-distributed over the 
mirror bandwidth, the cavity coupling is inefficient, and the measurement utilizes 
the red end of the spectrum, which is the noisiest part of the SC, as discussed in 
Chapter 3 and Paper I. In addition, detectors are generally noisier in the mid-IR, 
resulting in poorer signal-to-noise ratios. However, the there are plenty of 
opportunities to increase the sensitivity. The cavity coupling could presumably be 
much better, as is evident from the large discrepancy between nominal and 
measured mirror losses. The mid-IR source could be optimized by fusion splicing 
the silica and ZBLAN fibers [139], resulting in more optical power and a broader 
spectrum, pushing the unstable red edge further away. On the detection side, FTIR 
or novel mid-IR array detectors [140] could be used, or if the resolution is not 
critical, even a Fabry-Perot interferometer [141] could be used to replace the bulky 
and lossy monochromator. Another interesting possibility is MIR-to-NIR 
upconversion together with silicon-based detectors [142]. The improvements do 
not have to be massive in order for the detection limits to be somewhat 
comparable to near-IR methods, since absorption cross-sections are typically two 
or more orders of magnitude stronger in the mid-IR. 
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5 SUPERCONTINUUM LIDAR 

In this chapter, we discuss the supercontinuum lidar, which is being developed for 
remote 3D-profiling of gas temperature in large-scale combustion units. Compared 
to the laboratory-oriented techniques of previous chapters, this is an industrial 
application with very different optical requirements. With this in mind, we begin 
with a few general notes on the role of spectral resolution and remote 
measurement capabilities in the industrial context. We then present the 
measurement problem and discuss the various techniques that have been 
developed in an attempt to solve it. The rest of this chapter describes our 
supercontinuum lidar setup, the initial laboratory results, initial backscattering 
results at a large-scale combustion unit, and finally the future prospects of this 
technique. 

5.1 Low-spectral-resolution and remote measurement 

While high sensitivity and spectral resolution are key in laboratory applications, 
cost, size, and ease of use are typically the most important factors when industrial 
applications are considered. These factors naturally limit the spectral resolution, 
since in most broadband devices, such as dispersive spectrometers and FTIR 
devices, high resolution comes with large instrument size and cost, with larger 
instruments being more sensitive to optical alignment as well. Therefore, fixed 
filter arrays and filter wheels are often used. Where a moderate resolution is 
needed, compact grating spectrometers that contain an array detector are 
commonly utilized. Recently, there have been interesting developments in 
miniaturization of the classical monochromator [143, 144], the Fabry-Pérot 
interferometer (FPI) [145], and the FTIR spectrometer [146] by using MEMS 
technology. These devices aim for similar or better performance compared to the 
compact grating-array detectors, but with much smaller cost and size. 

The interest in remote optical measurement has been growing consistently, with 
trends ranging from earth observation using microsatellites [147] to autonomous 
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driving [148] and facial recognition [149]. When it comes to beam steering, 
compact, robust, and mass-manufacturable micro-electro-mechanical systems 
(MEMS) are currently being developed for various consumer devices, some of the 
most notable ones being portable projectors, head-mounted displays, and 
automotive lidars. When MEMS technology matures, these components will most 
probably be employed for spectroscopy, as has been the case with telecom 
technology, which is now widely used in near-infrared spectroscopy. 

In order to remotely measure material compositions, spectral data needs to be 
gathered. This is where high spectral resolution is especially difficult to achieve. In 
addition to the above concerns about the size, cost, and complexity, the amount of 
light that can be remotely captured is typically small, and passing it through a 
dispersive element would lower the signal-to-noise ratio even further. These 
concerns apply especially to active devices such as lidars, but are also true for 
passive devices such as hyperspectral cameras. Remote spectral measurement is 
nevertheless a very valuable family of techniques that has massive future potential. 
It is currently used in specialty applications in fields such as agriculture, mining, 
forestry, meteorology, climate science, military, and astronomy.  

5.2 Optical combustion thermometry 

The goal of the work presented in Paper IV is to develop a short-range, low-
spectral-resolution supercontinuum lidar for real-time 3D-mapping of various gas 
parameters, such as temperature and concentration, in power plant combustion 
units (CU) using only one inspection window. This type of hard-to-get data could 
be used to manage, control, and optimize the combustion process in terms of 
efficiency and cleanliness, which is especially important in waste and biomass 
combustion, owing to the inhomogeneous nature of the fuel.  

The instrument published in Paper IV is one of the first short-range 
supercontinuum lidars [150-153], and is a first attempt of bringing this technology 
to combustion monitoring, where the management currently mostly relies on basic 
thermocouples [154] for temperature information. The supercontinuum lidar is a 
unique contribution to the field of combustion thermometry, where it competes 
with other techniques such as ultrasound [155] and diode laser [156-160] grids, that 
have already seen implementation, and more advanced techniques such as 
picosecond lidar [161-163], atomic fluorescence [164], and CPFAAS [165] based 
thermometry techniques that are being researched. 
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5.3 Short-range supercontinuum lidar setup 

In order for the lidar to remotely measure the temperature distribution with high 
spatial resolution, it needs to probe gas parameters that are temperature dependent 
using short enough pulses of light. One example of this is the picosecond lidar, 
presented in Refs. [161-163], which is based on Rayleigh thermometry, i.e. the 
measurement of temperature via the intensity of molecular scattering, which is 
density and therefore temperature dependent. Here, we use the temperature 
dependence of the water absorption spectrum, which we probe using a Differential 
Absorption Lidar (DIAL). The physical basis for this effect is that temperature 
affects the distribution of molecules in the higher excited ro-vibrational states, 
which alters the absorption spectrum especially at higher temperatures where 
higher vibrational states are being populated, and the so-called “hot bands” 
become active. The benefits of this approach are: 1) water is one of the main 
hydrocarbon combustion products, and therefore always present in high 
concentration, and 2) the signal comes from light that is backscattered by soot or 
ash particles, which is much stronger than light scattered by molecules. Where 
most other optical thermometry methods become unusable in the presence of soot 
or ash, this method can work as long as there is some visibility through the 
combustion unit.  

To find suitable wavelength bandwidths, the temperature dependence of the 
H2O absorption cross-section was modeled from one to five microns using the 
HITEMP [18] database, which includes the hot bands that are relevant at CU 
temperatures. After identifying the region around 1.4 μm to be a preferred 
candidate based on both the strength and the high temperature dependence of 
absorption, a nanosecond supercontinuum source with high spectral intensity over 
that region was developed. The benefit of using an SC source is that there is no 
need to accurately tune the laser to hit any line in the complex spectrum, especially 
since the line shapes are temperature and pressure dependent, and the environment 
is turbulent. Another significant advantage is the ability to gain a lot of spectral 
data over a broad bandwidth. The source, whose technical details and output 
spectrum can be found in Paper IV, is very similar to the ones described in 
Chapter 3. Principally, it uses a small, robust, and cost-effective nanosecond fiber-
laser to pump a standard single-mode fiber, and the spectral broadening is caused 
mainly by stimulated Raman scattering. The full experimental setup is shown in 
Figure 17. 
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Figure 17. Experimental setup for supercontinuum lidar measurements. Adapted from Paper IV. 

5.4 Laboratory measurements of furnace temperature 

The initial experiments consisted of remotely determining the temperature in a 
furnace by measuring the wavelength-dependent absorption of water vapor at two 
wavelength bands using two filters, with signal collected from scatterers before and 
after the furnace. After this proof of concept, the work can proceed to repeating 
the measurements in a full-scale combustion unit, while also extending the 
measurement to cover other variables, such as concentrations of different 
molecular species, by including more wavelength bands.  

The results of this initial measurement are presented in Figure 18, which shows 
the temperature-dependent transmittance through the one-meter furnace filled 
with 100 % H2O vapor for the two wavelength channels (Ch1 and Ch2). The first 
channel shows no change in transmittance when the temperature increased, while 
the second channel clearly does. The results are in reasonable agreement with the 
modeled transmittances, with temperature measurement accuracy of around 50 °C 
in the 600 °C – 900 °C region. See Paper IV, for a more complete discussion on 
the results and factors affecting the measurement accuracy. 
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Figure 18. Measured transmittance of the furnace as a function of temperature for two wavelength 
channels (Ch1 and Ch2). Each data point in the curve consists of ten thousand laser 
pulses. Adapted from Paper IV. 

5.5 Backscattering measurements at a large-scale combustion 
unit 

In order for the supercontinuum lidar to work on-site, it needs to be able to collect 
light that is backscattered from soot and ash particles. This ability was evaluated by 
carrying out a one-day measurement campaign at Naistenlahti combined heat and 
power plant in Tampere, Finland. The results are not included in Paper IV but are 
shortly discussed here as they are relevant for the applicability of the technique. 
Naistenlahti 2 uses a mixture of wood and peat as fuel, generating 60 MW of 
electricity and 120 MW of heat. The combustion unit is ten meters wide with a few 
inspection windows on most floors, one of which was used to gain optical access 
to the CU – see Fig. 19 (a).  

Rather than attempting to accurately quantify backscattering parameters, the 
goal was to see if any backscattered light could be detected at all. We devised an 
ad-hoc setup consisting of a nanosecond laser, together with two-inch collection 
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optics and an avalanche photodiode module in a coaxial configuration. The laser 
produced 800 mW of average power at 1.5 μm with 700-ps pulse width. Some of 
the results are shown in Figure 19 (b). Even though the signal-to-noise ratio was 
relatively poor, and the optics were not optimized to collect light along the full ten-
meter distance, we were able to detect relatively strong signal from soot and ash 
particles. The signal strength was comparable to the instrument reflection and the 
back wall reflection signals, which suggests that soot and fly-ash can be utilized as 
effective backscatterers with these pulse parameters. Furthermore, we note that the 
continuous thermal radiation seen in Figure 19 (a) is a negligible source of noise 
compared to the instantaneous laser pulse power at nanosecond timescale. 

 

Figure 19. (a) Photograph taken through an inspection window of the combustion unit at Naistenlahti 
power plant. The back wall of the combustion unit can just be seen. (b) Single-pulse and 
1000-pulse mean backscattering signal. Parts of the signal coming from different 
scatterers on the beam path are marked. 

5.6 Future prospects of the supercontinuum lidar 

The supercontinuum lidar is currently being further developed. The first step is to 
repeat the temperature measurements of Paper IV in a large-scale combustion 
unit. The main challenge is the lower back-scattering signal strength compared to 
the laboratory conditions. Hypothetically, this can be compensated for by using 
better collection optics and more sensitive detectors, such as avalanche 
photodiodes. Since the concentration of water vapor is unknown and varies on the 
beam bath, the measurement must be carried out over at least three wavelength 
bandwidths to solve both, the concentration and the temperature profiles of H2O. 
Finally, there is a possibility of observing unexpected scattering or wavelength-
dependent absorption effects, which do not cancel out in the calculation. This 
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could potentially constitute a major source of noise, limiting the applicability of this 
technique. 

In case the above problems are solved, there is great potential for optimization 
and miniaturization of the device by using modern near-IR photonics- and MEMS 
technology. Firstly, the pump source could be replaced with e.g. a microchip laser 
or a high-pulse-energy multi-mode fiber laser. Because of the short distance, beam 
quality is not critical, and supercontinuum generation has even been shown to 
enhance the output beam quality of a multimode pump laser [153]. Secondly, the 
multiplex filter system could be replaced with a single MEMS Fabry-Perot 
interferometer [145], allowing for rapid wavelength scanning. This would enable 
the lidar to gather spectral data over a broad bandwidth using a simpler setup that 
at the same time collects more light. With these and other improvements, the 
short-range supercontinuum lidar has the potential to act as a versatile temperature 
and concentration profiler in combustion monitoring as well as other short-range 
gas sensing applications. 
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6 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

There is an ever-increasing need to measure the physical world, whether it is to 
improve our health, to understand the changing environment, or to guide decisions 
made by an automated system. Light is one of the most elegant tools that we can 
use for this, as it allows for remote measurements, and interacts with matter in a 
subtle yet precise and instantaneous way. Alternative techniques based on 
separation of mixtures, chemical reactions or electrical probes may seem crude in 
comparison. New light sources, detectors and other photonics devices are currently 
being researched and developed with considerable investment – leading to some 
futurologists calling 21st century the century of photonics, following the century of 
electronics. This thesis contributes to this overall development by studying new 
types of supercontinuum light sources and their potential in novel gas sensing 
applications. Here, we will briefly summarize the specific contributions of this 
work, as well as discuss future prospects of these techniques. 

While the physical mechanisms of supercontinuum generation are now well-
known, there is still much work to be done in understanding and improving the 
coherence properties of these sources as well as developing them for new regions 
of the electromagnetic spectrum. In Paper I, we contributed to this work by 
investigating spectral fluctuations observed in a supercontinuum that was generated 
in the UV region. These fluctuations were found to exhibit Gaussian statistics in 
the “saturated region” of the Raman-continuum, which suddenly changed to 
extreme-value statistics near the red-wavelength edge or the “unsaturated region”. 
These effects are very similar to those observed in other regimes of nonlinear pulse 
propagation, such as those driven by modulation instability [80]. Inspired by the 
analysis published in Refs. [88, 89], the statistical treatment was further expanded in 
Chapter 3 of this thesis by including a previously unpublished correlation map 
analysis. The significance of this work can be looked at in two ways. On the one 
hand, these results are a unique contribution to the field of optical rogue waves [84, 
166], which studies extreme amplitude effects in optical systems. On the other 
hand, the results are of practical interest to anyone dealing with ultraviolet or long-
pulse supercontinuum sources, as well as fiber lasers and amplifiers [56, 81, 166-
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168]. Most importantly, they suggest that poor noise performance can be expected 
in the unsaturated region of a Raman-continuum due to the fact that a relatively 
small number of pulses contribute to most of the light observed at these 
wavelengths. 

After studying supercontinuum stability, we focused on coherent broadband 
cavity-enhanced absorption spectroscopy, which is an ultra-sensitive method for 
the multi-component gas sensing – a technique greatly benefits from the 
brightness, beam quality, and bandwidth of the supercontinuum. In Paper II, we 
demonstrated a record-breaking sensitivity for this technique using a custom near-
IR light source that had more than a hundred times more spectral intensity 
compared to previous reports [118, 124-128]. This record ppb-level multi-
component detection sensitivity for IBB-CEAS compares favorably to even the 
most advanced single-wavelength cavity-enhanced methods, such as cavity ring-
down spectroscopy [107]. In addition, we published a data analysis method that 
fixed some of the oversights of previous reports, increasing the accuracy and 
dynamic range of the technique. While there are many things that could be done to 
perfect the technique, the proof-of-concept IBB-CEAS spectrometer already has 
enough bandwidth and sensitivity to be used in e.g. exhaled breath analysis [99], 
climate studies [101], or other applications that require ppm-to-ppb level multi-
component detection, as long as the target molecules have some weak absorption 
bands in the near-IR measurement range. 

Ultimately though, the mid-infrared spectral window contains the strongest 
molecular absorption, making it the most desirable region for gas sensing. Laser 
spectroscopy in this region is typically performed using optical parametric 
oscillators and quantum cascade lasers [27, 63, 169-171]. To reach these 
wavelengths, a new supercontinuum source was developed by utilizing a compact 
fiber laser and an exotic soft-glass ZBLAN fiber. In the work reported in 
Paper III, we used this source to extend the IBB-CEAS technique to the mid-IR 
region for the first time, while at the same time achieving the broadest reported 
measurement bandwidth for this technique. However, the achieved sensitivity was 
roughly four orders of magnitude inferior compared to the near-IR setup and other 
previous reports [118, 124-128]. This was attributed to much lower spectral 
intensity, mirror reflectance, and detector sensitivity, as well as having to use the 
most unstable part of the SC spectrum. Even though the spectrometer setup could 
be improved upon in many ways, and strong absorption bands compensate for the 
lack of sensitivity, the technique is further away from practical applications than the 
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near-IR spectrometer. These results highlight some of the challenges that must be 
faced when pushing these techniques to longer wavelengths. 

We also studied the use of supercontinuum light in an industrial measurement 
application. In Paper IV, we reported on a novel short-range lidar designed for 
profiling the temperature inside a large-scale combustion unit. This work was 
directly motivated by the urgent need for this type of data. When using 
inhomogeneous fuel, such as renewable biofuel, optimizing the combustion 
process requires spatially sensitive real-time measurements, so that the feeds of 
fuel, oxygen, and other process parameters can be accurately controlled. Doing so 
can significantly improve the efficiency, as well as reduce the amount of harmful 
emissions. This is a difficult problem that has been attempted to solve using 
thermocouple- [154], ultrasound- [155], and diode laser [159] grids, as well as 
Rayleigh- [163], and atomic fluorescence [172] thermometers with varying results. 
Our proof-of-concept supercontinuum differential absorption lidar achieved a 
remote temperature measurement accuracy of about 50 °C in laboratory 
conditions, which is better than what has been achieved with e.g. picosecond- [162, 
163] and Scheimpflug [172, 173] lidars. The SC lidar is currently being further 
developed for higher sensitivity, measurement accuracy, and H2O concentration 
measurement capability, with the goal of eventually being able to perform real-time 
3D-profiling of these and other parameters in full scale combustion units. This 
novel work is likely to inspire ideas for developing supercontinuum laser radars for 
other applications as well. 

To conclude, light-based technologies are behind many of the innovations that 
have changed our lives in the 21st century, but their brightest future is yet to come. 
When it comes to optical sensing techniques, the results of this thesis suggest that 
when harnessed correctly, supercontinuum sources might have a role to play in 
making that future even brighter. 
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We demonstrate incoherent broadband cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy in the mid-infrared

wavelength range from 3000 to 3450 nm using an all-fiber based supercontinuum source. Multi-

component gas detection is performed, and the concentrations of acetylene and methane are

retrieved with sub-ppm accuracy. A linear response to nominal gas concentrations is observed, dem-

onstrating the feasibility of the method for sensing applications. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4985263]

Gas detection and accurate concentration measurements

are important in many fields ranging from the industrial pro-

cess to emission control and pollution monitoring. Different

spectroscopic methods have been developed to retrieve gas

concentrations with very high accuracy, including cavity ring

down spectroscopy1,2 and its broadband implementation,3

integrated cavity output spectroscopy,4 noise-immune cavity-

enhanced optical-heterodyne molecular spectroscopy,5 and

cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS).6,7 Each of

these methods presents advantages and drawbacks in terms of

sensitivity, selectivity, footprint, and cost.

Cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy is conceptu-

ally relatively simple, and a robust experimental setup can

be implemented from off-the-shelf components. In CEAS,

one uses a highly reflective cavity to increase significantly

the optical path and thus the interaction length between the

light beam and gas molecules, which leads to enhanced sen-

sitivity. However, because of the mirrors’ highly reflectivity,

the light intensity at the cavity output is dramatically reduced

such that a detector with high sensitivity is generally

required to measure the absorption. CEAS can be selective

for a particular gas absorption line if a source with a narrow

linewidth is used, or it can also perform multi-component

detection when a light source with a broad spectrum is

employed.

The recent development of light sources operating in the

mid-infrared has recently allowed to extend precise spectro-

scopic measurements to the molecular fingerprint region

where many gases possess strong absorption lines, and

indeed, several studies have reported measurements from

pure gas in the 3–5 lm region.8–12 All these recent studies

used optical parametric oscillators based on difference-

frequency generation or a quantum cascade laser. While

some of the recent demonstrations allow for extreme sensi-

tivity, the light source is single species specific, which may

limit the usability. The development of broadband supercon-

tinuum sources13 on the other hand has revolutionized many

applications ranging from frequency metrology to imaging

and spectroscopy. Recently, supercontinuum (SC) has been

shown to be particularly adapted to perform broadband

CEAS in the near infrared.14,15

Here, taking advantage of the high spatial coherence and

high brightness of this type of source, we demonstrate multi-

components gas detection in the mid-infrared over a band-

width as large as 450 nm using incoherent broadband cavity

enhanced absorption spectroscopy. These results are signifi-

cant not only because they illustrate the potential of incoher-

ent supercontinuum sources for spectroscopy in the mid-IR

but also because they represent the largest continuous detec-

tion window for gas reported using the CEAS method.

An all-fiber supercontinuum source with a spectrum

spanning from 900 to 3700 nm was developed using a

1547 nm gain-switched pump laser producing 10 kW peak

power sub-nanosecond pulses at a repetition rate of

100 kHz. The pulses are first injected into the anomalous

dispersion regime of a 4m long step-index, silica non-zero

dispersion shifted fiber (DSF) with 9 lm core-diameter. The

zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW) of the fiber is at

1510 nm, allowing for efficient noise-seeded modulation

instability dynamics which breaks up the long pump pulses

into a large number of solitons with a short duration.16 The

solitons experience the Raman self-frequency shift which

expands the spectrum towards the long wavelengths up to

2400 nm, which is the transparency window limit of silica.

The output of the DSF is then directly connected to a 7-m

step-index fluoride (ZBLAN) fiber with low attenuation

(<0.1 dB/m) up to c.a. 4 lm. The core size of the ZBLAN

fiber is comparable to that of the DSF, which minimizes the

coupling losses. Because a significant fraction of the spec-

tral intensity after the DSF is located in the anomalous dis-

persion regime of the ZBLAN (ZDWZBLAN ¼ 1620 nm), the

short solitons undergo additional Raman self-frequency shift

extending the supercontinuum spectrum up to 3700 nm with

an average output power of 160 mW. The resulting SC spec-

trum illustrated in Fig. 1 is essentially spectrally incoherent

with large fluctuations from pulse to pulse. Yet, the average

spectrum is highly stable, a pre-requisite in the context of

spectroscopic measurements.a)caroline.amiot@tut.fi
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The all-fiber SC source was subsequently used to per-

form cavity-enhanced absorption spectroscopy measure-

ments. The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. The

SC beam is collimated to a 3mm size using an aspheric lens

coated for the 3–5 lm range. The beam propagates through a

1-m long confocal cavity constructed from an aluminium

pipe and closed by two mirrors with 1m radius of curvature

and a high reflection coefficient (R> 99.95) between 3000

and 3450 nm. The SC power corresponding to the cavity

spectral bandwidth is 4 mW. The high reflectivity of the mir-

rors results in a transmission of 2.5� 10�4 and an effective

path length of c.a. 300m. In order to match the supercontin-

uum source spectrum with the spectral bandwidth of the

cavity, the short wavelength components of the SC are fil-

tered out using two long-pass filters F1 and F2 with cut-off

wavelengths at 2333 nm and 2998 nm, respectively. The cav-

ity has valves in both ends, allowing gas circulation with a

constant flow during the measurements. Gas samples were

diluted from 0.5 ppm of C2H2 and 0.25 ppm of CH4 in nitro-

gen using mass flow controllers (5850S, Brooks Instrument).

Using an uncoated MgF2 lens with a focal length of 50mm,

the beam at the cavity output is focused onto the entrance slit

of a computer-controlled monochromator (HR550 Horiba)

with 300 grooves/mm grating, and the light intensity is

detected with a liquid nitrogen-cooled InAs photodetector

(Judson J10D). Wavelength scanning is performed in steps

of 0.5 nm. Because only a small fraction of the 4 mW SC

power is transmitted through the highly reflective cavity, we

use lock-in detection (Lock-in amplifierþmechanical chop-

per at 245 kHz) and an integration time of 1 s to improve the

signal-to-noise ratio.

We next perform measurements of different gases using

the differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS)

method performed in sequential steps.15 The spectral trans-

mission of the cavity is first calibrated by a reference mea-

surement with only N2 flowing through the cavity such that

no absorption is present. A second measurement is subse-

quently performed with the gas under study, and the spectral

transmission from the cavity is then compared to that of the

reference measurement

I kð Þ
I0 kð Þ ¼

q kð Þ
q kð Þ þ s kð Þ ; (1)

where I(k) and I0(k) correspond to the spectral intensities

recorded for the gas under study and N2 in the cavity, respec-

tively. The parameter q represents the mirror spectral losses,

and s is the small single-pass absorption through the cavity

of length d0 and depends on the absorption cross section

r(k)j and number density Nj of the gas species j present in
the cavity as

s kð Þ ¼
X
j

r kð ÞjNjd0: (2)

Retrieval of the gas species concentration is then

achieved by fitting the experimentally measured ratio I(k)/
I0(k) with Eqs. (1) and (2) using a least-square method. In

the fitting procedure, we use the HITRAN 2012 database for

absorption line strengths and apply the appropriate Voigt

broadening of the lines at the measurement temperature and

pressure. The model also accounts for the finite resolution of

the monochromator and slit width, as well as for possible

background drift caused, e.g., by light intensity or cavity

coupling fluctuations during the measurement.15

One particular feature of broadband DOAS is its ability

to retrieve accurately gas concentrations even when the sig-

nal-to-noise ratio is relatively low and the recorded absorp-

tion spectra are noisy. This arises from the fact that spectral

fitting is performed over a large number of absorption lines,

which effectively increases the integration time and thus

reduces the noise.

The experimental setup is first calibrated by measuring

the spectrum of a reference gas sample of known concentra-

tion, using only the monochromator resolution and mirror

losses as free-running parameters. This allows us to deter-

mine precisely the spectral dependence of the mirrors’ losses

q(k), which slightly differs from the simulated data based on

the mirrors’ layer structure and provided by the manufacturer

(see the inset in Fig. 1). Figure 2 shows the comparison

between the fitted and measured absorption lines of acety-

lene [Fig. 2(a)] and methane [Fig. 2(b)] for nominal concen-

trations of 4 ppm and 5 ppm, respectively, and we can see

excellent agreement between the DOAS measurement and

the fit. The actual measurement resolution was found to be

1 nm, which is in agreement with the targeted resolution

using the monochromator slits of 100 lm.

The calibrated instrument is then used to determine the

response of the method by repeating the measurement for

different gas concentrations and using the concentration as a

free-running parameter in the fitting procedure. Figure 3

shows the results of the fit against the nominal gas concentra-

tions set using the mass flow controllers. Linear responses

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. DSF: dispersion-shifted fiber, ZBLAN: fluoride

fiber, L: lens, F1=2: filter, M: mirror, C: mechanical chopper, and PD: photo-

detector. The top part of the figure shows the measured SC spectrum at the

ZBLAN fiber output. The inset to the right compares the modelled mirrors

reflectivity as provided by the manufacturer (blue line) with the fitted reflec-

tivity from the experimental measurements (red line).
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are found for both gases, demonstrating the feasibility of the

method for sensing applications. The smallest concentrations

of 0.5 ppm for acetylene and 0.25 ppm for methane are still

following the linear response function.

One major advantage of CEAS over other spectroscopic

techniques is the possibility to perform detection over a very

broad bandwidth. We next exploited this potential to demon-

strate multi-component gas analysis over the full bandwidth

of the cavity from 3000 to 3450 nm. For this purpose, both

methane and acetylene were flown simultaneously through

the cavity with nominal concentrations of 5 and 2 ppm,

respectively. The results in Fig. 4 show very good agreement

between the measured and modelled absorption using the

nominal concentrations over the full 450 nm bandwidth. For

the modelled absorption, only the low-order polynomial was

used as a free running parameter to account for possible drift

during the long measurement time. The present experiments

have been performed with pure gas samples in a cavity

flushed with N2. From a more practical application view-

point, it would be desirable to perform similar measurements

but in the presence of air, especially because water absorp-

tion lines are present in the particular wavelength range used

here for the detection. Numerical simulations based on the

setup parameters indicate that several absorption lines of

acetylene and methane do not overlap with those of water,

and thus, it should be possible to retrieve the gas concentra-

tions by taking the water peaks into account in the fitting

procedure. Furthermore, enhanced spectral resolution in the

detection and reduced pressure in the gas cell would yield

better separation of different gas components.

In conclusion, using an all-fiber supercontinuum source,

we have demonstrated for the first time CEAS in the mid-

infrared over a wavelength range as large as 450 nm, allow-

ing us to retrieve gas concentrations with sub-ppm accuracy.

The sensitivity and measurement speed of the technique

could be improved in various ways. The intensity of the light

source could be increased, e.g., by fusion-splicing the DSF

and ZBLAN fibers,17 which would reduce the connection

losses and allow to extend the spectrum further into the mid-

infrared with increased power spectral density. Losses result-

ing from the non-perfect alignment of the cavity mirrors or

from the chromatic aberration of the collimating lens could

also be reduced with the use of a parabolic mirror. The mea-

surement speed on the other hand is currently limited to

30 nm/min due to the monochromator scanning and long

integration time needed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

This could be significantly reduced by using a spectrometer

with a detector array.18
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We developed a short-range light detection and ranging sys-
tem using a supercontinuum (SC) source spectrally tailored
to cover the ro-vibrational transition energies of desired
components of a flue gas. The system enables remote mea-
surements of the gas parameters, including temperature and
concentration which play a key role in the performance of
combustion power plants. The technique requires only one
inspection window and, thus, can be used in combustion
units with limited access. It exploits differential absorption
between specific wavelength bands of the gas absorption
spectrum. The transmittance of an individual wavelength
band is derived from the detected backscattered temporal
intensity of the SC pulses. We demonstrate water vapor
temperature measurement in the range of 400°C–900°C
in a laboratory furnace with the use of only two wavelength
bands. Using more than two wavelength bands, the tech-
nique can be further extended to simultaneously measure
temperature and concentration. By varying the direction
of the incident beam in a non-parallel plane, a full 3D pro-
file is also obtainable. © 2019 Optical Society of America

https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.44.004223

Light detection and ranging (lidar) is a remote sensing tech-
nique [1] commonly used for the measurement of various
atmospheric variables, including temperature, pressure, humid-
ity, and trace gases concentration [1–6]. Lidar techniques have
also been demonstrated for combustion diagnostics [7–10].
Typically, most of these methods are limited to the measure-
ment of one species at a time as the laser wavelength is tuned to
the absorption line of the investigated species. Recent advances
in nonlinear fiber optics have led to the realization of spatially
coherent and broadband light sources known as supercontin-
uum (SC) lasers. Under specific pumping conditions, the SC
generation process exploits cascaded nonlinear dynamics result-
ing in highly directional broadband light [11]. This opens the
door for simultaneous detection of multiple observables. Thus,
supercontinuum light detection and ranging (SC-lidar) [12,13]
and SC-based hyperspectral lidar [14,15] have shown great po-
tential for simultaneous detection of multiple variables. To the
best of our knowledge, an approach based on short-range

(∼1 − 10 m) SC-lidar for temperature measurement in com-
bustion power plants is yet to be reported in the literature.

Temperature distribution inside a furnace is one of the main
factors affecting the performance of combustion units (CUs).
The ability to accurately measure the temperature inside a CU
would pave the way for precise control and management of the
combustion processes. Conventionally, thermocouples are used
for temperature measurement in CUs [16]; however, this
approach is inefficient because of its point-wise nature and
ineffective for dynamic temperature monitoring due to the
poor response of the thermocouple to fluctuating temperatures
[17]. Other prior art solutions besides the lidar approach in
Refs. [7–10] include spectroscopic methods such as thermom-
etry based on thermographic phosphors [18], two-line
thermometry employing wavelength modulation spectroscopy
[19–21] and atomic fluorescence [22]. Another important
technique is collinear photo fragmentation and atomic absorp-
tion spectroscopy, which utilizes chemical reaction kinetics to
measure temperature [23]. The aforementioned promising op-
tical spectroscopic methods detect signal transmitted through
the examined space, thus requiring at least two openings in
the furnace walls, which limits their detection area to the line
between those openings.

Herein, we present a new method for non-intrusive com-
bustion diagnostics based on an SC-lidar using just one open-
ing. The approach is robust as the stringent requirement of a
narrowband laser linewidth being precisely in tune with the
absorption line of the probe gas, particularly in the aforemen-
tioned techniques, is mitigated by the broadband SC laser.
The technique exploits the gas absorption cross-sectional
dependence on temperature between wavelength bands.
Consequently, the absorption strength of water vapor (H2O)
varies as a function of temperature, as shown in Fig. 1. We
studied the temporal dynamics of H2O temperatures in a lab-
oratory furnace using just two wavelength bands. By measuring
the temporal intensities of the backscattered SC light, the cor-
responding transmittance of individual wavelength band can
be deduced, hence providing information indicative of differ-
ential absorption between the two wavelength bands. H2O
temperatures in the range of 400°C–900°C were inferred by
comparing the transmittance ratio between these two
wavelength bands.
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The SC-lidar signal (i.e., the detected back scattered signal)
can be expressed as

S�t� � C eff

d 2
t

Z
P0�λ�β�λ�e�−σ�λ�

N
V 2l�dλ, (1)

where P0�λ� is the initial spectrum of the SC laser; β�λ� is the
backscattering coefficient; C eff is the collection efficiency; d t is
the distance travelled by the scattered light pulse at a given time
t and can be obtained from the time of flight of the light pulse; l
is the length of the absorbing medium, and the factor of two is
attributed to the round trip by an SC light pulse; N

V is
the molecular number density and σ�λ� is the wavelength-
dependent absorption cross section (attenuation is considered
to be only due to absorption). σ further depends on temper-
ature via the line intensity in the spectrum and depends both on
temperature and pressure via the line profile.

When two wavelength bands are used to probe flue gas
parameters (as in Fig. 2), the corresponding signals detected
at an individual wavelength band at a given time can be written
as

S1�t1� � C eff 1

β

d 2
1

Z
P01�λ�dλ, (2)

S1�t2� � C eff1

β

d 2
2
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�
−σ1�λ�NV 2l

�
dλ, (3)

T 1 � S1�t2�
S1�t1�

�
�
d 1

d 2

�
2
R
P01�λ�e

�
−σ1�λ�NV 2l

�
dλR

P01�λ�dλ
, (4)

where S1 is the signal detected at the first wavelength band
(Ch1); t1 and t2 are the times of flight of the light pulse in
relation to the first and second scatterers, respectively; d 1

and d 2 are the corresponding distances travelled by the light
pulse at the time t1 and t2; β is the backscattering coefficient,
which is considered to be constant because the scatterers are
large compared to the wavelength of the light; C eff 1, P01�λ�,
σ1�λ�, and T 1 are the collection efficiency, initial spectrum
of the SC, absorption cross section, and transmittance at
Ch1, respectively. Similarly, the transmittance at the second
wavelength band (Ch2) can be given as

T 2 �
�
d 1

d 2

�
2
R
P02�λ�e

�
−σ2�λ�NV 2l

�
dλR

P02�λ�dλ
: (5)

The transmittance ratio R of Ch2 to Ch1 is obtained by divid-
ing Eq. (5) by (4):

R �
R
P02�λ�e

�
−σ2�λ�NV 2l

�
dλR

P02�λ�dλ

R
P01�λ�dλR

P01�λ�e
�
−σ1�λ�NV 2l

�
dλ

: (6)

Note that the process is self-calibrating, as the backscattering
coefficients, as well as the collection efficiency of both Ch1
and Ch2 cancels out.

The transmission spectrum of H2O, one of the main
combustion products with a relatively high concentration
and a rich absorption spectrum in the entire infrared, was thor-
oughly investigated. Specifically, the transmission spectrum of
H2O corresponding to a 100% concentration, a pressure of
1 atm, and an interaction length of about 1 m was modeled
using the HITRAN 2012 database [24], as shown in Fig. 1.
Note that the aforementioned H2O parameters correspond
to an equivalent optical thickness of the ideal power plant con-
ditions. Typically 10% H2O concentration, 10 m interaction
length and a pressure of 1 atm. Based on the data presented in
Fig. 1, two wavelength bands, namely, channel one (Ch1) and
two (Ch2), were carefully selected. They are characterized by
different responses of absorption to the temperature variation
which allows for differential absorption measurement.

Figure 2 depicts the schematic of the experimental setup.
The SC is generated by a cascaded Raman process in a
500 m long SMF-28 fiber (Thorlabs), pumped by
KEOPSYS PYFL-KULT laser operating at 1064 nm and gen-
erating 2 ns long, 1 kW peak power pulses with a repetition rate
of 280 kHz. The output spectrum of the source is presented in
Fig. 3. SC light is collimated with a reflective collimator and
guided towards ∼1 m long quartz tube furnace containing
100% H2O concentration at atmospheric pressure. Using a
50:50 beam splitter (BPD508-G, Thorlabs), part of the inci-
dent light is directed towards the 1st scatterer/diffuser (DG10-
1500-P01, Thorlabs), placed just before the furnace. The rest
of the beam traverses through the furnace undergoing absorp-
tion and, subsequently, scattered by the 2nd scatterer behind
the furnace. In an ideal combustion environment, the role
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. BS: beam
splitter.
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of the scatterers is played by the naturally present aerosol
particles which also provides sufficient scattering that enables
signal detection over relatively long distances within the
CU. Note that aerosol scattering is weak compared to that
of the scatterers used in this experiment; hence, additional
electronic pre-amplification of the signal will be required.
The signal from the 2nd scatterer passes through the furnace
again on the way back. The backscattered light from both scat-
terers is collected by two lens sets (AC254-030-C & AC254-
075-C, Thorlabs) placed adjacent to each other, filtered by Ch1
and Ch2 filters (BP-1375-085 & BP-1240-050, Spectrogon)
and focused on to the active area of two biased photodetectors
(DET08C, Thorlabs). The temporarily resolved signal is re-
corded by a 12-bit oscilloscope (HDO6054, Lecroy). An exam-
ple recorded signal is shown in Fig. 4.

The two distinct peaks separated in time represent the sig-
nals from the 1st and 2nd scatterers, respectively. The signal
plotted in the figure is an average of 10,000 backscattered
pulses, and the corresponding measurement time is about
40 ms. Furthermore, the measured temporal intensities of both
channels are converted into individual channel transmittance
using Eqs. (4) and (5). Figure 5 shows the measured transmit-
tance of Ch1 and Ch2 at varying furnace temperatures of
400°C–900°C. The measurement at a given temperature com-
poses 20 sets of measurement, with each measurement further
composed of 10,000. Ch1 shows no change in transmittance
with furnace temperature, while Ch2 shows an increase in
transmittance with increasing furnace temperature, which is
in good agreement with the modeled H2O transmittance in
Fig. 1. The standard deviation of the transmittance measure-
ment, calculated based on 20 measurement repetitions of
10,0000 pulses, presented in Fig. 5 is 0.0024, with the
mean value of transmittance ranging from 0.4704 to 0.5837,
depending on the channel and temperature.

In order to infer the temperature ofH2O, the transmittance
ratio R was calculated using Eq. (6). The mean value of all
20 measurements, which composes 200,000 pulses at a given
temperature, was used in the calculation. The simulated
and experimentally measured R as a function of the furnace

temperature are compared in Fig. 6. We can see very good
agreement between the simulated and experimentally measured
ratios with a 50°C accuracy in the range 600°C–900°C.
However, at lower furnace temperatures (400°C–500°C), the
discrepancy between the simulated and measured ratios is more
pronounced. This is because the quartz tube (i.e., the gas cell)
extends a few centimeters outside the furnace heating zone
on either sides of the furnace, thus creating a colder interface
(i.e., temperature gradient) with respect to the internal part of
the furnace (i.e., the heating zone). The colder region was mea-
sured to be less than 100°C. As a result, H2O in these regions
begins to condensate which yields additional loses on the beam
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path that are not accounted for in our model. Moreover, the
temperature difference between the colder region and the heat-
ing zone was persistent, even at elevated furnace temperatures.
Hence, the assumption of uniform H2O temperature and con-
centration inside the furnace is partially violated by the pres-
ence of the colder regions in the test tube outside the
furnace heating zone. Therefore, condensations of H2O at
lower furnace temperatures (400°C–500°C) coupled with the
alteration of H2O concentration due to interference from the
colder regions at all furnace temperatures, have led to the ob-
served discrepancies between the simulated and experimentally
measured transmittance ratios in Fig. 6.

In summary, we have reported a novel technique based on a
short-range SC-lidar for temperature measurement in CUs via
a single opening. Water vapor with optical thickness equivalent
to combustion power plant conditions was mimicked in a lab-
oratory quartz tube furnace. H2O temperatures were inferred
from the transmittance ratio between two distinct wavelength
bands. The measured and simulated H2O temperatures were
observed to be in a good agreement. The 2 ns duration of the
spectrally filtered SC pulses should allow for a spatial resolution
of about 30 cm with this technique in a case where scatterers are
present all along the measurement path, as is the case in a com-
bustion furnace. In addition, the SC pulses have significantly
high peak power with a duty cycle of 0.0005, thus preventing
any potential interference by thermal emissions such as black
body radiations and chemiluminescence, from the furnace
environment. Moreover, the same technique can be employed
for simultaneous detection of temperature and concentration if
multiple (i.e., more than two) wavelength bands of the SC spec-
trum are utilized in the combustion diagnosis, e.g., by adding
an additional bandpass filter in the 1450–1550 nm spectral re-
gion. Finally, we emphasize that the technique possesses a great

potential for simultaneous 3D mapping of both temperature
and concentration, which can be achieved by varying the direc-
tion of the probe beam in a non-parallel plane.

Funding. Horizon 2020 Framework Programme
(722380); Academy of Finland (320165).
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Fig. 6. Experimentally measured (circles) and simulated (solid line)
transmittance ratios as a function of temperature.
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